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Seniors Have Winning Year 
" Getting involved" was our motto as the Mighty Class of 79 had a memorable and everlasting Senior Year! Spirited , enthusiastic, 
outgoing, proud, and special have defined our Pride of '79. Through mud, rain, slime, and lack of sleep, Seniors worked hard in 
preparing for the successful Annual Bonfire. On October 27, Homecoming Week came to an end with the crowning of Homecom-
ing Queen Laura Serna, as the Mighty Bears defeated the Mission Eagles 17-0. For the fifth straight year, the Bear Band received a 
Division 1 rating at Pigskin Jubilee, the only 4-A band to receive straight 1 ratings in marching, music, and precision. In addition to 
all the unforgettable activities the most exciting was that of the Battlin' Bears District 28-AAAA Football Co-Championship. As our 
Senior year comes to an end we leave behind many unforgettable memories of our past as we start our future-Our new begin-
ning! 
Senior Class Officers for 1978-79 are front, Bee.Ky Leibowitz, rep., Irene Jasso, sec., back, Elena Trevino, pres., Sandra Rosalez, treas., Ramiro Trevino, parl., 
Neida Sandoval , parl. , Alma Lopez, v. pres. 
In More Ways Than One! 
Senior Council members are front row, left to right , Diana Vargas, Delia Castillo, Irene Jasso, Alma Lopez, Dahlia Castillo, Vanessa Canales. Second row, Cyn-
dee Lozano, Richard Hernandez, Hilda Fuentes, Becky Leibowitz, Belinda Vela , Bertha Salazar, Aradelia Soto. Third row, Carlos Castro, Neida Sandoval , Julie 
Alanis, Anna De Leon, Ida Yarrito, Julia Moreno, Gloria Perez. Fourth row, Ronnie Rutledge, Sammy Martinez, Oscar Benitez, Jake Balli , Art Sandoval, Ramiro 

























We Lived It Up 
All Of The Time 
41 
42 
We Studied Hard 
From Day To Day 
• 
• 
From The Start 
Of August 
'Ti 11 The End 
Of May 
43 
Then Came The Time To Say Goodbye. 
44 
To Our Friends At P.S.J.A. High. 
45 
We Wished Each Other Al I The Best 
46 
To Reach Our Goals And Life's 
Conquests. 




The 1978-79 Homecoming Court consists of Nelda Casares-2nd runner-up, Laura S
erna-Homecoming Queen, and Anna De Leon-1st runner-up 
Miss Norma Gongora 
Miss Mari Lizzaraga 
50 
Miss Francis Guajardo 
Mrs. Melinda Casas 
Miss Becky Leibowitz 
Here are five of the beautiful senior Home-
coming Queen Candidates who represented 
our school in its Homecoming It 's quite an 
honor to receive , as our candidates have 
shown . Many of these girls will go on to repre-
sent the school in other activ1t1es, in other 
events, and even represent the community of 
Pharr, San Juan and Alamo; but most of all 
these girls will be representing themselves with 
everything ahead of them 
Miss Julie Alaniz 




Reaches Goa I 
Who's Who 1s an honor given 
to students that ma1nta1n an 88 
overall average and show quali-
ties of leadership, character and 
school and community involve-
ment This honor is only given to 
a limited number of students who 
represent our school in the best 
way anyone can. It 's really great 
to be named Who's Who among 
PSJA High School students, it 
shows great ability and great 
potential in the student. We con-
gratulate these students, as they 
go on to represent our school 











Leticia Handy Patty Maserang 
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Juan L. Villescas 
Delia Castillo 
56 
Burgess Cook Beverly Taylor 








Every month a student was 
selected to represent PSJA 
each month of the school 
term . These students were 
chosen by the teachers ' 
majority vote and selections 
were based on academic 
leadership , character and 
school participation . These 
students receive this honor 
with great pride in represent-
ing PSJA during their given 
month. 
October-Gilbert Rodriguez 















Taking the honor of representing PSJA at American Legion Boys State this past 
summer were Webby Skinner, Homero Villareal , and Ruben Rodriguez 
Excitement, Learning 
And Fun Were All A 
Part Of GS/BS 
Each year, the American Legion Auxiliary Post 101, of Pharr, 
sends students to represent our high school in leadership and abil-
ity. These students learn the functions of our government, to 
appreciate the privileges of being an American citizen, and the 
importance of being active in government voting. Girls State was 
held at Texas Lutheran College in Seguin, and Boys State was 
held at the University of Texas in Austin. 
Taking on the honor of attending Girls State were Becky Lei-
bowitz and Laura Brewster. 
Attending Civ1tan State for 1978 were Ramiro Gutierrez and George Vela. 
Julie Alaniz proudly attended C1v1tan State this summer. 
Civitan State 
Honors Students 
Civitan State is an honor for leadership 
ability where students from all over Texas 
gather to discuss social problems and listen 
to guest speakers. This was held at South-







Belle and Beau Runners-Up 
Steve Ferries and Chris Santillan 
Junior Favorite Runners-Up 
Jerry Gonzalez and Chris Garza 
Senior Favorite Runners-Up 
Richard Hernandez and Anna De Leon 
Sophomore Favorite Runners-Up 
Beto Salinas and Cecilia Sanchez 
Favorite 
Teachers 
Favorite Teacher is one award that 
is highly prized by the faculty members 
lucky enough to receive it. This year 
Miss Suzan LaPeer and Mr. Charles 
Campbell were selected by the student 
body as Favorite teachers. Both are 
actively involved in school activities. 
Miss LaPeer sponsors Future Teach-
ers of America and the Osoettes. Mr. 
Campbell is a Chess Club sponsor as 
well as helping with the Junior Class 
activities. 




School Board - Decision Makers 
Mr. Ernesto Alvarado Mr. Enrique Moya 
Mr. Richard Gomez 
Mr. Hector Palacios Mr. Gus Guerra-Superintendent 
Mr. Dan Ramirez 
Mr. Jose Gutierrez Mr. Octaviano Gonzalez 
Ms. Sonia Willingham 
72 
Head principal of PSJA-Mr. Jack McKeever 




What kind of man would take on a job 
which would demand his full undivided 
attention 24 hours a day? Only a man with a 
character stronger than that of any normal 
man, a stamina which can handle all the 
pressure associated with the job. Mr. Jack 
McKeever has somehow managed to keep 
his head above water , while balancing 
scheduling, payroll , student activity and a 
hoard of other school-related events which 
might totally destroy a lesser man. No man 
could handle the job as principal of P.S.J.A. 
High School better than the " Big Mac! " 
73 
74 
With a school population as large as ours, there are many duties and needs which 
must be attended to daily. As one person alone cannot handle all these needs, Principal 
Jack McKeever has four very able assistants to call on. They are left to right , Nieves 
Garza, Charles Cain , Hilda Garza and Leonel Barerra. These assistant principals take 
care of everything from fund raising projects to discipline. Mr. Garza handles the student 
act1v1t1es and school calendar. Mr. Cain 1s in charge of attendance and field trips. Miss 
Garza handles the school curriculum and Mr. Barerra takes care of audiovisual equip-
ment. 
. This year our counselors did a 
great Job in helping the students 
get through the school term. This 
year our administration has 
developed a new system in 
counseling Counselor assign-
ments for all grade levels are as 
follows : Mr Alvarez is for stu-
dents with their last name begin-
ning with A through D; Mr. Garza 
1s with E through G; Mr. Badillo is 
with H through N; Mr . Zuniga 
with O through R, and Mrs 
Thomas with S through Z 
Our counselors are L to R· Mr R. Zuniga 
Mr T. Badillo. Mr M. Thomas, Miss D 
Hererra, Mrs L. Alvarado , Mr J. Garza 
and Mr R Alvarez 
Office helpers are a boost to our adm1nistrat1on 
They are L to R Nedina Rodnguez and Nonma Car-
ri llo 
Mrs. Mora takes on the job as secretary and 1s not 
often seen on campus because she 's always 1n the 
office As for Mrs. Mettlach , she's buried in the back 




















Elvis J Ballew 











Teachers are certainly the sculptors of 
today 's youths But who sculpts the 
teachers? The principals, students or the 
teachers themselves? Or do they go 
unsculptured with only the carving they 
received in their high school and college 
years to guide them? There is no doubt 
that whoever guides them 1n their educa-
tion at PSJA, they continue to do an out-
standing job-one that everyone is 
proud of 
































































































































Our teachers represent their everlasting school spin! at one of our many great pe
p-rallies. What In 
the world would we do 1f we weren 't gifted with these spirited teachers? We wou
ld surely suffer, 
for 111s because of these teachers we have something to look up to when express

































Junior Class Representatives are s1lt1ng , left to right , Evelyn Romero, Dorothy Jones and La
ura Sivy. Top row are left to right, Modesto 




The Junior Class for the 1978-79 school year 
has had to tackle some pressing problems which 
they valiantly overcame. They managed to raise 
$5000 through the concession stand sales to pro-
vide the Class of '79 with a successful Jr.-Sr . 
prom, " Fantasy Island "This was truly one of the 
highlights at PSJA for the year. The Jr. Class can 
look forward to a very exciting Senior Year-one 
to remember forever. 
Jr. Class Officers are Robert Gomez, pres Evelyn Romero, sec . and Dorothy Jones, 
treas Not shown 1s David Martinez, vice pres 
83 
Hear No Evil. 
See No Evil. 
Speak No Evil. 
ADAME, GRACIE 




























































































OE LA FUENTE. 
FREDDY 
OE LA PENA. YVETTE 
OE LA ROSA. ALEX 
OE LA ROSA, LETTY 
OE LEON, DEBORAH 
OE LEON JACKIE 



















































































































































































































PECINA. JEAN IE 
PEORAZA, EDDIE 
PENA. ANTONIO Ill 




































l'EICHART ) A •. Y 
REYES DI A 
ROS BLAS 
RIVAS ALO ZO 
RIVAS OSCAR 
ROBLCS JOEc 
ROCHA FEL X 
ROORIC,vfZ ALEX 
RODRIGU Z ALICIA 
























ROOT A :JREA 
ROSALE.5 VE CA 
ROSSER :JRA 
RUTLEDGE DIAN E 
RUTLEDGE ORA 




SALAZAR JOSE A 
SALAZAR M1NERVA 
SALAZAR RENE 
SAL AZAR RuDY 
SALOAAAT 0 
SALDA A BLA CA 
SAU AS BEL DA 
SALi AS ROLAND 
SAL AS VILMA 





SA CHEZ THC AS 
SA (:HEZ zu~EMA 
SANDOVAL MAURO 
SANDOVAL MO ICA 










SKI NER DE SE 
1TH TAM 








THRALL CHRIS- TEE 
'IJERINA HORACIO 
'lJERINA NOELIA 
TOVAR MAR A I EZ 
TRAMMEL KA •HY 
TREJO ORAL 
TREVINO J P 
TREVINO 1.0LL Y 
TREVINO 1.0RRIE 
TREVINO l UCY 
TREVINO MARY 
LL 
'REVI O ETTE 
TREVINO RICKY 







VERA DIAMANT! A 
VIL LA LETICIA 
VILLAREAL AARON 
VILLAREAL CY DI 
VILLAREAL ELADIO 
VIL.AREAL ELDA 





WARDE OE ARMO 
WELCH BE Y 
'M-ilTLOCK KATHY 
\MDEMAN LEE AN 
't.000 ROSS 










Are Successfu I 
Sophomore Class Council members for 1978-79 are , kneeling , left to right , Dora Rodriguez and Pat Moran Standing are, left to right , Miss Anna Carranza, sponsor; Diana 
Chapa; Mr Roel Trigo, sponsor; Tina Garza, Rollie Murrillo; Mireya Silva , Imelda Gonzalez; Sandra Lopez, Gu1selda Coronado; and Mr. James Torline , sponsor . 
This year's Sophomore Class of 1978-79 will leave behind a memory that will not soon be forg
otten . The mighty Sophomore 
Class showed their undying sp1r1t when they successfully collected the most pennies 1n the
 Student Council sponsored Spirit-
Penny Drive that was to promote sp1r1t throughout the whole school. 
The Sophomore Class also presented the school with a fabulous Belle & Beau dance entitled
 " An Evening in Seville " The 
Sophomores put 1n many hours of hard and diligent work to make this dance a memorable on
e 
Our sophomores are still maturing in order to fit into the school pattern and their aspirations a











































BEAMSL Y KENNETH 
BEL TRAN CARMEN 












































































DE LA CRUZ. EDDIE 
DE LA DERDA, NORMA 
DE LA ROSA. FRANCISCO 
DE LA ROSA. RAUL 
DE LA ROSA. ROLANDO 
DE LA ROSA. TONY 
DE LEON CARLOS 
DE LEON. CYNDI 
DE LEON NANCY 
DELEON ROY 
DE LEON SANTOS 
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HE SLEY KAREN 







HER ANDEZ LUIS V 
HERNANDEZ. MARIA 
DE LOS ANGELS 
HER ANOEZ 
MARTI A 









JA MEZ SOPHIA 
JASSO RAMIRO 
J ME EZ BOBBY 
JIMENEZ JOE 
JUAREZ JOSE LUIS 
JURADO DANIEL 
JURADO. MARY 








LE N LESLIE 
LISCANO. ARTURO 













































MART NEZ ROSARIO 










I\.EDI A NOE 
LENDEZ ELDA M 
11,E CHACA SAN 
JUANITA 
11,E DEZ ALFREDO 
11,E DEZ JORGE 
I\.ENDEZ LETICIA 








MOU A. ARMANDO 
I A ERNEST A 




TAL VO. GLORIA 
NTEZ. MATILDE 




E O JOH NY 
MORENO RAMON 
RE O RITO 
AGAN ANA 
OZ CYNTHIA 









































































































































SAENZ, SAN JUANITA 

































SER A. ORA 













































































Mighty Battlin' Bears 
" The Bears are back," " All the way 
to State in 78," and " We 're No. 1 " 
were only a few of the chants Bear 
backers were shouting during the 
1978-79 triumphant football season 
The Battlin ' Bears were a surprise to 
everyone as their winning season 
record of 9 and 2 in 4-A play led them 
to take the district crown , the first time 
since 1964 
The Bears and their loyal fans trav-
eled on to Corpus Christi to take on 
the Ray Texans in Bi-District play. The 
Bears played a close and tough game 
and they never gave up, with a final 
score of 7 -0 . 
Head coach Julio Ayala stated that 
what made the Bears the 1978 District 
28-4A Champs was not their size, not 
their talent, but the desire In every-
one 's heart to be the bestl 



































PSJA 30 Donna 
PSJA 23 EE 
PSJA 3 Weslaco 
PSJA 7 McAllen 
PSJA 34 Hanna 
CC Ray 
District Champs '78 
OUTCOME OF '78 
9 PSJA 7 
7 PSJA 12 
0 PSJA 17 
10 PSJA 37 
6 PSJA 14 











After a successful season the Bears can 
be proud and satisfied with themselves . 
They worked for what they achieved and 
they deserve the privileges of being winners . 
On behalf of the student body we would like 
to thank the team and coaching staff for 
starting off the school year with a " Bang" 

































Seniors Never To Be Forgotten 
As the school year comes to an end , the senior players will be gone, but they will leave 
behind, to the upcoming players, their abilities in talent, leadership, and the will to enjoy win-
ning but also to accept defeat with pride. 
These very players, which led our team to a District crown, were the same players that only 
three years ago did not know how it felt to be a winner, yet they never gave up. 
These players are commended for what they have achieved. As they set off to start a new 
life their memorres of PSJA will always be a part of them. They will always be remembered by 


































Outstanding Leadership Awards 
Royal, Rafael , Bobby, 
Rene, Ramiro And Jessie 
Honored 
This year 's football leadership awards went to six very 
deserving seniors . All the football players receiving these 
awards were outstanding in their positions and showed leader-
ship qualities during their high school football years. These 
boys were the backbone of the PSJA varsity football squad dur-
ing their recent winning season. Congratulations to these six 
very deserving seniors. 
Rene Ramirez-Mario Romero Award 
120 
Bobby Compean--Offens1ve Playe of 1 
Junior Varsity Bears 
Strive For Perfection 
Our JV team often goes unmerited . Few realize the drive 
and determination that these boys possess. This years JV 
team is coached by Hugh Jones. Coach Jones not only 




Varsity players for the 1978-79 Girls Basketball team are Jennie Garza, Olga Garcia , Beverly Taylor, Yolanda Ibarra, Coach Gonzalez, Patty Masarang, Maria Ibarra, 




Dribble, Dribble, Dribble, Toss 
Two Points-a very familia 
sound often heard on the PSJA 
court when the Mighty Girls Bas 
ketball team was on the move 
Those points kept adding up and 
the outcome was a productiv 
season which the girls wi I 
remember for years to come. 




Hoping to follow in the 
footsteps of the Varsity 
team 1s the mighty JV 
group . Although they are 
still sharpening their skills, 
they outrank many of the 
valley JV teams. Next year 




The 1978-79 Bear Basketball Team 1s front row, Adam Cabrera, Jr , second row, X
avier Gonzalez, Jr , Jorge Jaime, Sr , third row, Freddy Ramirez, Jr , Roel 
Soto, Sr , Carlos Flores. Jr , fourth row, Rick Cantu, Sr , Warren Quick, Sr , George
 Silva, Sr , and Nandy Cabrera, Sr 
Bear Cagers 
Make It Two! 
For the first time since 1959, the 
Bears clinched a district basketball 
title, the second district crown for 
PSJA in 78-79. The team, early sea-
son favorites to take the 28-4A 
crown , overwhelmingly took it away 
from other contenders with a 28-3 
season record. Under the careful 
guidance of Coach Robert Flores, 
the Bears started out the season In 
high gear and continued to the top 
only to be stopped by Corpus 
Christi Carroll in Bi-District play. But 




3 + 4 + 5 + 1 0 + 11 + 1 2 + 14 + 20 + 33 + 34 #1 
Winning the district crown was mighty fine in '79 for the Bear cagers. From the start of the season the Bears were predicted to 
win the title . They did so with a 15-1 district season, losing only to Harlingen in the second half of district play. The Bears started 
out the season winning scrimmages against Edcouch-E!sa and Los Fresnos. The Cagers also scampered away with the E-E 
Tournament by defeating Sharyland 57-45. The Bears then took the Brownsville Tourney by defeating arch rival Mission 57-41 . 
When district play began , PSJA continued victorious to what was to become an 18 game winning streak. But old nemesis Mis-
sion managed to pull out a close one in the Sonic Tri-City Tournament by winning 55-53 . However, the Bears returned to their 
winning ways by taking the first half crown with a perfect 8-0 record . When second half play began, PSJA continued to run and 
gun their way to victory by defeating all 28-4A teams before falling to Harlingen. But our team came back when it counted most 
to claim undisputed possession of first place by defeating McAllen in a crucial game 69-45. The next stop was against Corpus 
Christi Carroll in bi-district. Five busloads and countless carloads of PSJA spirited students trekked to Corpus Christi to support 
the Bears. And while our team fell short of victory to the Tigers, 66-46, the Bears brought home a deep sense of pride and spirit 





Cantu . • • 
A 5-11 senior guard, Rick proved 
time and time again how valuable a 
player he was to the Bears. His con-
sistency and experience In setting 
up the ball as well as being the 
" alley-oop " man were important 
factors in all Bear games. Rick, a 
two-year varsity member , scored 
112 district points, an average of 7 
per game Along with the rest of the 
starting five, Rick received district-
wide recognition when he was 
awarded All-District Honorable 
Mention for his excellent play in Dis-
trict 28-4A basketball He was also 
named All-Tourney in the Browns-
ville Tournament in which the Bears 
ran away with the first place trophy. 
Rick Cantu-3 
, 
Naody Cabrer =4 
Nandy Cabrera . • • 
A three-year varsity member, Nandy was the Bears best all 
around player during his years at PSJA. His ability to drive up 
the middle as well as shoot from all areas of the court helped 
propel the Bears to many victories, 1nclud1ng this year 's 28-3 
season . Nandy, second highest scorer for the team, with 271 
points a 16.93 average, was named to the Texas Third Team 
All-State Basketball squad, an accomplishment truly deserved 
Other honors garnered by Number 4 during the season 
included being named to the All-District first team in 28-4A play 
and All-Tourney in the Edcouch-Elsa, Brownsville and Sonic 
Tri-City Tournaments. He also scored a season high 33 points 
In second half play against Mission 
127 
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Freddy Ramirez. • • 
In his first year as a varsity member, Freddy proved to be an 
integral part of the basketball team. His most important assets 
were his speed and his ability to fast break. Freddy, a 5-9 junior , 
scored 102 district points during the season, an average of 
6.375 per game. He was also awarded the distinction of receiv-
ing All-District Honorable Mention in 28-4A play. As the only 
returning letterman from this season, Freddy will be a valuable 






Si Iva . . • 
As the only one of the starting 
five to be a four year varsity 
member, George was the Bear's 
most valuable player The 6-4 
senior was the only player in 
PSJA history to start as a fresh-
man George was also the Bears 
leading scorer this year with 329 
points, an average of 20.56 per 
game, second highest in the dis-
trict. The sharp shooter 's ability 
to get inside and score , often 
with a dunk, earned him many 
honors. The most impressive of 
these was being named to the 
Texas Second Team All-State 
Basketball squad . Goerge was 
also named 28-4A All District's 
Most Valuable Player, as well as 
being named to the First Team 
All-District He was also named 
most valuable player in the 
Edcouch-Elsa and Brownsville 
Tournaments as well as All-Tour-




Quick . • • 
The " giant " of the Bears 
was Warren , a 6-5 three 
year varsity member 
Excellent defensive playing 
and rebounding proved to 
be Warren 's greatest con-
tributions to the team. War-
ren scored a total of 181 
points, an average of 11 .31 
for the season. Honors for 
the center included being 
named All-District Second 
Team and All-Tourney at 
the Edcouch-Elsa Tourna-
ment. 









JORGE JAIME ... In his first year 
on varsity , Jorge , was an effective 
team member . The 5-9 senior 's 
strength lay in his ability to rebound . 
ROEL SOTO . . . Also a first year 
varsity member, Roel made many con-
tributions for the District Champs. At 
5-9, the senior hit 60 percent of his 
free throw attempts in district play. 






Adarn-eabrera-=te- XavierGonzalez-1 2 
ADAM CABRERA .. At 5-6, Adam 
brought valuable Junior varsity experi-
ence with him to the Bears varsity 
team. The Junior added that extra bit of 
knowledge and training necessary to 
provide good offensive and defensive 
play. This experience will be a maJor 
factor in the Bears trek to another dis-
trict title next year. 
XAVIER GONZALEZ ... Providing 
essential backup for the Bears when 
needed was Xavier. The 5-8 junior fur-
nished the added depth every district 
champion needs to have a solid team. 
Xavier, who scored 30 points for the 
Bears, will be another valuable asset to 
the 1979-80 defending district 
champs. 
CARLOS FLORES .. . At 6-0, Car-
los also supplied additional backup 
help for the Bears. The experience 
gained in his first year of varsity play 












These young men are at the 
point where they are still learning 
and trying to excel. They enjoy 
while learning the thrill of win-
ning and how to accept the 
agony of defeat. 
Coaching the J.V. squad this 
year was D. Reyna, who stated , 
"We had some fine hard working 
young men out there this year, 
they should be a great help to the 
Varsity in the coming years." 
Being a J .V. player brings on 
the excitement of the coming 
year of being brought up to the 
Varsity squad . 
JV. Players are-0. Salinas, A Ysaguirre , J Garza, R. Laughlin, J . Garcia, J Villarreal , R. Ysaguirre, B. Salinas, B Aguirre and Coach D. Reyna . 
135 
136 
J.V. players show off their 
skills in different ways. 
Albert Martinez served as bas-
ketball manager. 
Below, Miss Carolyn Morriss 
proudly displays her flowers and 
ribbon after being chosen J V. 
sweetheart 
Javier Garcia goes up for a Jump ball as his fellow teammates await the results. 




Wow! What more can one school ask for , not only 
does PSJA pride itself in its football , basketball and 
baseball , but Varsity Volleyball has had such an out-
standing season that the hard working girls 
advanced to second place in 28-4A and Letty Vela 
was also named to the All-District Team. What more 
could we ask for? 
137 
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JV players are bottom, Rosie Susa1ta, Man &lnlillan, Mary Donova, Norma Mend
oza Top, Cindy Munoz, Rosemary Meza, Lenor Salazar, Olga Garcia, mgr ., 
Coach Gonzalez, Lelic1a Aguirre, Clara Ortiz and Lupe Fonseca 
The main purpose of a J.V. team in any 
sport is to prepare athletes for future var-
sity play. The PSJA J.V volleyball team is 
more than ready to advance to varsity 
They have had a very satisfying season. 
They'll be following 1n the steps of this 
year's varsity by hopefully having a win-










Rosendo says, " Use Tickle and you'll always feel good, That's tickle, T-1-C-K-L-E
, You 'll feel GREATI 
--------·--- - - , ---~ .. .. ·. 
Do you always go skinny dipping? 
From Diving To Dunking-
They Know It All 
What is everyone's favorite aqua-sport? That's right-you win the 
64 dollar question: Swimming is the most important thing to fish 
besides other fish. But it is also the most important thing to the PSJA 
Swim team who have had really terrific luck acting fishy in the compe-





Varsity tennis team members are kneeling , Minerva Montes, Delia Castillo, Charlo
tte Jackson and Norma Garza Standing are Juan Villescas, Alonzo Padron, De 




This year 's tennis team proved to be 
one of the hottest ever at PSJA Com-
pet1t1ons earlier this year have already 
established this fact. In his first year as 
coach, R. Salinas has also proven him-
self in providing leadership, knowl-






" Thwack , Bonk , Thwack , Darn I 
missed it. " How many times have the 
PSJA JV Tennis players heard this 
from their opponents? Quite a few 
times according to their statistics, and 
if their record is this good just wait till 
next year, when they 're Varsity . 
Nelda stands around being herself-lazy as always, okay we'll give you a break! 
Ready anytime you are buddyl 
JV Tennis players are I tor Ron Svenonious, Tony Gonzalez, Darryl Scott, Portie Navarro, Ted Hyde, Leo Alvarado, Robert Sanchez, and Jay Inks. 
Coach Fidel Villarreal gives the boys a little pep talk after a game. 
Baseball, Hotdogs, 
Apple Pie, And 
Victory! 
1979 Varsity Baseball Season-" A Season 
of Learning Experience." Entering his fifth year 
as head coach of the Varsity squad, Coach 
Fidel Villarreal wasn't looking for a miracle as 
only four lettermen returned from last year's 
squad . One can honestly say that the Bears 
were in a rebuilding season. Assistant coaches 
Babe Bazan and Leonel Reyes helped out on 
the tough job of making good experienced 
players out of newcomers. 
1979 baseball players are front row, Tony Pena, Gus Elizando, Rene Palacios, David Salinas, Rudy Ysaguirre, Ralph Palacios, Rene Ramirez, Richard Villarreal. 
Second row George Guzman, Art Gonzalez, Ruben Lozano, Rudy Robles, Ernie Bravo, Jaime Salinas, Joe Guerra , Nandy Cabrera, Jay Palacios, Ronnie 








JV team consists of front row, Ricky Ramos, Beto Aguirre, Rosendo Sierra and, Xavier Canche. Top row are , Mike Morales, Benny Welch , and Felix Valle Not 
shown are Coach Reyes and Coach Bazan . 
Young But 
Ready To 
Learn . . 
Young but ready to learn was their 
motto as the J .V. Baseball players 
started off the season. Leonel Reyes 
works with enthusiasm and a will to 
achieve in the future as the boys move 







Eager and Determined as they 
set out to reach their high goals 
after practicing day after day out 
in the hot sun the girls track team 
was determined to reach victory. 
Letty-bound for Glory! 
Track girls include back S Zapata , Y Aguirre, M Ibarra, C. Munos, Y. Ibarra, L F
onseca, Coach Vela , C Loya, C Ortiz , E Barrera, R Zamarripa, middle P 
Serna, S Ja1mez, S Quintanilla, L Salazar, 0 Garcia, S. Trevino, V. Flores, front ,
 C Hernandez, N. Gongora, L. Vela , B Monc1va1s, M Hernandez, and M 
Dnava Not shown 1s N. Mendoza 
Norma strives to achieve a task which is only around the corner 
Stretch, Stretch, Stretch, that's all we do 





On The Go 
The Running Bears, as the 
track team is known through-
out the Valley, is on its way to 
yards and yards of 1st, 2nd, 
and 3rd place ribbons in the 
many field events which the 
running Bears excel in. 
Whether it's the shotput, the 
440, or the mile run , PSJA can 
tackle 'em with nary a blister 
among them. 
Long distance runners are front I tor 0 . Rivas, F. Rodnguez, R. Casares, J . Rodriguez, A. Fonseca, and J . Perez, top I tor 
E. Gomez, A. Enriquez, A. Salas, M. Gonzalez, and R. Duran 
I • 
Part1c1patmg in field events are front I tor, Estaban Gutierrez, Tony Likes, Eddie Diaz, a
nd Dennis Cranfill , Top I 
tor are, Tracy Bishop, Royal Millen, Mike Culpepper, and Robert Martinez 
-----
... ... "· f ~ -
- .. · 








Student Council couldn't be a more hon-
orable organization than it already is. The 
Council not only benefits the student body 
with activities like spirit days and sponsoring 
buses to out-of town games, but the com-
munity as well with blood drives, community 
projects, and bucket brigades. The Council 
has even spread its knowledge beyond the 
city limits with a student exchange program 
with other Valley schools such as McAllen , 
Edinburg and Harlingen. Council members 
also attended the TASC Summer Leader-
ship Workshop and helped to write the Stu-
dent Handbook. The Council attracts many 
students who work hard to make it the fine 
organization it is. 
Student Council members include: I to r 1st row; Laura Brewster, Oscar Rodriquez, Janet Conquest, 
Evylen Romero, 2nd row; Belia Perez, Mirta Garcia, Imelda Gonzalez, Belinda Vela , Cindy Villareal , Patty 
Serna, Delia Perez , Dora Rodriquez, Dennise Skinner, Olga Casas, Diana Acosta, Anna De Leon, 3rd 
row; Gracie Maldonado, Becky Leibowitz , Anothai Dibakanaka, Laura Sivy, Bonnie Singleterry, Patrice 
Westlake, Dahlia Castillo, Elena Trevino, Leti Acosta, Delia Castillo, Sandra Lopez, 4th row; Roy Trevino, 
Sponsor and chief pumpkin holder is Mr. R. Castillo . 
Co-Sponsor Mrs. D. Castillo. 
Diana Chapa, Susie Campos, Shelly Cuellar, Kathy Smith , Karen Hensely, Charlie 
Ramos, Rollie Murillo, Bobby Jimenez, Oscar Ramos, 5th row; Oscar Benitez, 
Modesto Gonzalez, Mary Flores, Albert Gutierrez, Mario Puente, Eloy Bravo, 
Richard Hernandez, Eddie Guzman, Bret Hayes, Ruben Rodnguez, Jorge Jaime. 
Student Council Favorites for 1978-79 were Laura Brewster and Charlie Ramos. 
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Executive Board members for 1978-79 are 1st row: Evlyn Romero, Janet 
Conquest , Laura Brewster, Oscar Rodriquez, Anna De Leon, Elena Trevino, 
2nd row: Imelda Gonzalez, Kathy Smith , Becky Leibowitz, Dora Rodriguez, 
Delia Castillo, 3rd row: Eloy Bravo, Charlie Ramos, Modesto Gonzalez, 






Academic excellence, scholarship, 
leadership, character , and service are 
all strived for in the utmost fashion by 
members of NHS who are constantly 
showing all this in their activities such 
as the induction of new members and 
Honor Roll Teas. To maintain the high 
quality of this organization the mem-
bers must have at least an 85 average 
in all classes. Mrs. J. A. Doffing , Mrs. 
J. Doyle, and Mr. E. J. Ballew sponsor 
the proud scholastic group. 
2 year members I to rare Letic ia Handy, Marina Ramirez, Gilbert Rodriguez, Alma Lopez, Ruben Rodriguez, 
Julie Alaniz, Richard Hernandez, Beverly Taylor, Mary Gleason, Irene Jasso, and Charlie Ramos. 
One year members are Joe Rodnguez, Faustino Villarreal , Mary Olague, Evelyn Romero, Janet Conquest, Helen Hernandez, Irene 
Gonzalez, Mance/a Guevara, Patricia Lemon, Kaylene Barbee, Denise Skinner, Helen Maserang, Otto Uhrbrock, and Aldo 
Hernandez 
Officers are, parliamentarian, Carlos Ramos; secretary, Beverly 
Taylor; treasurer, Richard Hernandez; vice president , Julie Alaniz; 
and president , Ruben Rodnguez 
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Mathematicians 
Of The Future 
This year 's group of fine math-
ematicians worked hard selling 
candy to raise enough money for 
their spring banquet. Other than 
selling candy, Mu Alpha Theta 
attended a mathematics contest 
which was held in the High 
School Auditorium , held an 
assembly for new members and 
an initiation party for the new 
members at La Vista Park in 
McAllen , on November 2. This 
fine group has admirably pro-
moted mathematics at our 
school , and they take pride in 
being the math wizards at PSJA. 
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Standing· Noel Garza, Hector Garcia Homer Villarreal , Ruben Rodnguez, Rodney Beamsley, Charlie Ramos, Jorge Jaime 
Freddie Arrendondo and Johnny Barboza Sitting are : Elena Trevino, Julie Alaniz, Laura Brewster and Irene Jasso 
One year members, back row Delia Castillo. Delfino Lorenzo , Melinda Leal. Bryan Blevins. Ofelia Sandoval , Irene Gonzalez , Albert Morales, Richard Villarreal , 
Alma Lopez, Letty Vela. Maria Tovar, Minerva Salazar, Sylvia Sandoval , Patricia Lemon, Kevin Plyler, Norma Leal , Lolly Trevino. Alicia Rodriguez, Dorthy Jones, 
Roger Lara , Faustino Villarreal , and Elvia Vega. 
Officers are: Hector Garcia . Noel Garza. Julie Alaniz. and Jorge Jaime 
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AFS members are I tor 1st row, Lupe Perez, Johnny Moreno, Laura Brewster, Anothai D1bakanaka, Delia Castillo, Tina Garza, Patty Serna, Dahlia Casllllo, 2nd 
row, Mrs. L. Calhoun, sponsor, Ramiro Casares, Becky Leibowitz, Modesto Gonzalez, Elena Trevino, Roy Trevino, Aradel1a Soto, Rolando Murillo, Gracie 
Maldonado, and Laura Calmeneros. 
Photo Club members are Mr. J Torllne Sponsor, Unda Jaime, Modesto Gonzalez, Laura Brewster, George 
Vela, Charlie Ramos, Oscar Ramos, Oscar Garcia, and Mrs Linda Calhoun, sponsor. 
AFS Welcomes 
Anothai 
Anothai Dibakanaka , our Foreign 
Exchange Student from Thailand , was 
sponsored by AFS , and was the first 
exchange student to visit PSJA since 
1976-77. This was possible only with the 
help of the American Field Services. This 
year AFS is working feverishly raising 




The PSJA Photography Club spon-
sored by Linda Calhoun and James Tor-
line teaches interested students the art of 
photography. They are an informal group 
of young adults who may become the 






The PSJA High School Chess Club has 
managed to always keep a move ahead of 
the competition . They have competed in 
McAllen, Corpus Christi , and other neigh-
boring cities in the Valley, coming to a close 
with their own Texas High School Chess 
Championship in which a giant Texas-sized 
6 foot trophy is awarded to the 1 st place 
team. The only restriction in the Chess Club 
is that one must worship Bobby Fischer and 
Isaac Asimov. 
Chess Club Officers for the 1978-1979 School year are 1st row I to r: Hector Garcia, Fi lemon 
Bravo, 2nd row, Fernando Ramirez, Otto Uhrbrock, Kevin Plyler, Frank Fuentes. 
/ 
Chess Club members are I to r: 1st row, Leti Acosta, 2nd row co-sponsors, C. M. Campbell, S. Gillum, 3rd row, Jose Pacheco, 
Otto Urhbrock, Filemon Bravo, Carlos Castro, Frank Fuentes, 5th row, Peter Alexander, Fernando Ramirez, Kevin Plyler, Hector 
Garcia, and Scott Rolando. 
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A Fine Group 
Of Caring 
Girls-TCTT 
Tri-City Top Teens has been one of 
the most beneficial allies to the public , 
providing needy families with food and 
toys for under-privileged children . 
With more organizations like this, the 
world would be a nicer place. 
Officers are: Nelly Tijerina , Hist. , Lydia Moran, Pres , Daisy Oliva; Sect , Olga Alaniz, V. Pres. 
Tn-C1ty members are I tor 1st row, Melinda Morales, Aradelia Soto, 2nd row, Pat Moran, Frances Rivas, Mireya Silva, Nina Garcia, Conna Murrillo, Olga 
Martinez, Gloria Garcia, Rachel Villareal , Gracia Gauna, 3rd row, Mrs. V. Hertzler, Nelly Tijerina, Lydia Moran, Daisy Oliva, Olga Alaniz, Miss D Herrera 
Bear Memories Quill and Scroll members are I to r: Norma Gonzalez, Becky Leibowitz, Oscar Garcia, Mari 




Putting out a yearbook 
requires a lot of hard work, long 
hours, making layouts, printing 
pictures, doing quadpacks, writ-
ing copy, selling ads, the ability 
to put up with fellow co-workers 
25 hours a day, and so many 
other details that only a sponsor 
could list. All this combines to 
make a book the entire staff and 
school can be proud of. This may 
sound like a lot of "hassle," but 
isn't that how most anything 
worthwhile is achieved? But the 
Bear Memories staff also has a 
lot of fun times like slideshows, 
soc-hops, and some of the more 
worthy students get to attend the 
ILPC Convention in March. The 
yearbook is full of memories and 
faces that remind us of all the 
fun, all the sadness, and all the 
good times no one would ever 
want to forget. 
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Bear Memories staff members are . 1st row. Bret Corneliuson. Webby Skinner. Oscar Benitez, Albert Gutierrez, Gracie Maldonado, Mary Flores, Shelly Cueller, 
Roy Trevino, Dora Rodriquez, Norma Gonzalez, Oscar Garcia, Andre Escobar. 2nd row. Ms. C. Morriss. Latrice Hertzler, Letty Acosta, Ramiro Trevino, Becky 
Le1bow1tz, Mari Lizarraga, Yolando Cantu . Jaime Peel 





The 1978-79 Bear's Tale once again 
follows in the fine and proud tradition 
of the PSJA school newspapers in the 
years before. In accordance , the 
Bear's Tale was awarded a Texas High 
School Press All Texas Rating for 
excellence in Journalism. The Bear's 
Tale was one of eight other papers in 
its class entered to achieve this out-
standing award . The Bear's Tale also 
attended the ILPC Convention in 
March . 
To insure the best coverage , the 
Bear's Tale expanded its publication to 
twelve issues instead of the usual nine. 
To keep on with this, the Bear's Tale 
will broaden its perspective and record 
the news with the prompt and informa-
tive service they have thus far pro-
vided . 
----
Bear's Tale members are I tor: seated , Co-Editors Modesto Gonzalez, and Mario Salinas, 2nd row: George Vela, Roger Lara, Letty Gonzalez, Homer Villareal , 
Eloy Bravo, and Charlie Ramos, 3rd row: Chris-Tee Thrall , Laura Brewster, and Sponsor Ms. C. Morriss. 
Bear's Tale Quill and Scroll members are seated George Vela, Chris-Tee Thrall , Roger Lara; standing 
Charlie Ramos. Mario Salinas. and Homer Villareal 
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FTA members are left to right, 1st row-Roy Lucio, 2nd row-Francis Rivas, Pat Moran, Belinda Castillo, Lydia Moran, and Belinda Vela. 3rd row-Elma 
Casares, Melinda Morales, Cecilia Martinez, Marilyn Casas, Hilda Lopez, and Minnie Villescas. 4th row-Bobby Ybanez, Daisy Oliva, Olga Cruz, Leticia Galvan, 
Latrice Hertzler, Nellie Tijerina, Becky Abrego, Aredelia Soto, and George Vela. 
An Apple A 
Day Gets A Good 
Test Grade 
If students are the backbone of the 
school and the teachers support the stu-
dents, what could be better than students 
learning to be teachers in FTA. Donating 
her many years of teaching experience is 
sponsor Suzan La Peer. Along with learn-
ing about teaching , FTA has held many 
fund-raising events to attend the State 
Convention in Fort Worth in February. 
Who knows, there might even be a few of 
the members teaching at PSJA in the not 
so distant future. 
Officers are L to R: Roy Lucio-V. Pres., Daisy Oliva-Chaplain, Pat Moran-Treas., Lydia Moran--
Sec., George Vela-Reporter and not shown is Joe Vale-Pres. 
Cyn-Dee Lozano was selected as Miss FT A. 
Roy Lucio, Mr. FT A, gets advice from last year's favorite, Robert Gonzalez 
FT A sponsor 1s Miss Suzan La Peer. 
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PSJA Pu I ls Ahead 
In UIL Events 
One purpose of the University Interscholastic League 
program is to create a sense of competition in students 
as well as a desire to read, learn basics in math , sci-
ence, shorthand, typing , spelling and other UIL events. 
There are approximately 200 members with Janet 
Doyle as the Coordinator. They attended 15 tourna-
ments, including sponsoring the annual PSJA Inter-
scholastic Tournament. PSJA was also host for the Dis-
trict meet in March . 
Drama members are I to r Nancy Wa 
Debate members are I to r Joe Gossett, Denise Skinner, Debbie Brooks, Mary 
Bazan, and Roger Lara, sponsor Miss H. Garza. 
UIL Coordinator 1s Mrs. Janet Doyle. 
Roger Lara is Journalism entry for PSJA. 
Prose and Poetry members are 1st row· J Conquest, D. Reichert , K Hensely, C. Thrall , A. Guerra, L Trevino, J Fender, Sponsor Mrs K Reynolds, 2nd row T. 
Schultz, F Hetrick, 0 Rodriquez, J. Barboza, R Gomez, and A. Morales. 
Number Sense, Slide Rule and Science members are I to r: 1st row; Raul Soto, Otto Urhbrock, Robert Sanchez, 2nd row I to r; Sponsor 
Mrs. Fraim, Tino Gomez, Olga Gomez, Hope Navarro, Filemon Bravo, Portie Navarro, Sponsor Mr. A. B Cron, 3rd row I to r, Ricardo 
Villarreal, George Peralez, Delfino Lorenzo, Kevin Plyler, Peter Alexander, and Ron Svenonius 
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UIL Shorthand members are sponsor Mrs. R. Rodnguez , Irene Jasso, Letty Handy, 2nd row Hope Navarro, 
Janie Mancha, and Elda 
Villanueva 





Science Club advances students in the 
various fields of science Science Club 
also has a spring field trip which the 
entire club really enJoys. There is one 
catch though The members who wish to 
go must be active in the various activ1t1es 
which the Science Club has like, conces-
sion stands at JV and B T earn football 
games and soc-hops All the hard work 1s 
worth the reward at the end of the year. 
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Science Club members are 1st row I to r S Guzman, G Mariscal , K. Smith, B. Carranza R. Benitez, 2nd row· 
sponsor A Carranza G Maldonado, D Rodnguez, L Jaime, R. Trevino, B. Singleterry, T Reyes, sponsor H 
Ybarra, 3rd row O Ramos, R Garza, I Gonzalez, D Jones, J Barboza, N Garza, J Jaime, S Cuellar, T 
Garza. C Ramos, G Vela 4th row A. Gutierrez D Elizondo, L Acosta, C Gomez, M. Gonzalez, R Trevino, A. 
Dibakanaka, and L Brewster 
Ni Cu Zn Ga G 
Science Club officers are I tor Noel Garza, Janet Conquest , Johnny Barboza, Dorthy Jones, and Jorge Jaime. 





Drama is a very enjoyable and exciting field 
and this year 's Drama Club has proved it. The 
Drama Club worked hard to perform to the best 
of their ability and showed this with a remarka-
ble performance in their one act play, " Kiss Me 
Quick, I'm Double Parked. " They are headed 
by Mr Walter Ledbetter. 
Leading the Drama Club Is Walter Ledbetter 
182 
Drama Club officers are Nancy Walker, president . Paul Cantu, vice president and Anna Romans, 
treasurer 
Members are 1st row left to right , Neida Sandoval , Melissa Gorena, Melissa Garza, Imelda Gonzalez, Anna 
Romans. Dannett Carlson. Ray Rico . 2nd row, James Villarreal , Roy Trevino, Diana Chapa, Frank Hetrick, 
Nancy Walker. Paul Cantu and Robert Gomez. 
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Mrs Viola Norton-teacher 
Pots And Pans 
Are Just A 
Part Of FHA 
Future Homemakers of America 's pur-
pose is to promote growing appreciation of 
joys and satisfactions of homemaking and 
to work for a good home and family life. 
Future Homemakers ' year's activities 
included a Chalupa Supper, installation of 
officers, cupcake sale, visiting nursing 
homes at Thanksgiving and Christmas, also, 
an area meeting in Corpus Christi in March 
and a State meeting in Dallas in April. 
Olga Alaniz 1s FHA Sweetheart . 
FHA officers are: Janis Bower, Treasurer, Gracie Gauona, V. Pres., Juanita Burs1aga, Sec., not shown is 
Anna De Leon, Pres 
FHA members are I tor seated: Mrs. Willingham, spon. , Janis Bower , Gracie Gauona, Juanita Bursiaga, 
Aradelia Soto, Mrs. Soriente, spon. standing: Nelly Tijerena, Gregoria Alviso, Gloria Garcia, Rosa Martinez, 
Isabel Garcia, Ana Acevedo, Olga Alaniz, and Vidala Leija. 
OOT members are I to r Armando Rios, Sylvia Cano, Leticia Contreras, Martha Camarillo, Blanca Gutirrez, Linda Rosalez, Hilda Pena, Martha Gonzalez, Rosalva 
Rios, and Frank Ortega. 
Officers are: 1st row: Martha Ibarra, Janie Martinez, Martha Alenjandro, 2nd row: 
Veronica Rosalez, Olga Gonzalez, Olga Diaz, Anita Garza, Steve Martinez, Victoria 
Zavala, Irma Gomez, and Patty Guisinger. 






masters, stencils, these 
are just a few of the 
terms familiar to mem-
bers of the Duplication 
Office Training classes. 
The students learn to run 
various types of copying 
machines and small 
scale presses. They also 
do printing for clubs as 
well as the school dis-
trict. The group also par-






All meetings are called by Jerry Perez 
who serves as club President. ICT pre-
pares members for leadership in the 
world of work. So far this year the ICT has 
sponsored a District Leadership Confer-
ence, the District Skill Competition , the 
Employee Banquet, and other fund-rais-
ing activities. 
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ICT favorites are Jerry Perez and Edith Ortiz . 
• 
ICT members are I to r 1st row: Mary Ledesma, Elena Razo, Edith Ortiz, Maggie Liscano, 2nd row: Modesto Leal , Jerry Perez, Rafael Garza, Julian Farrias·, Raul 
Garcia, 3rd row: Frank Alaniz, Vernon Mitchell , Pedro Gamboa, Joe Velasquez, Joe Chavez, Raul Garcia, and Roy Garcia. 
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DECA members In competItIon are I to r 1st row· Adela Mares, Alma Garza, Norma N. Garcia , Ricardo Cortez, Zoraida Gonzalez, 
Odilia Sanchez, Tomas Lopez, 2nd row: I to r: Luis Gonzalez, Linda Pedraza, Mary Olague, Mark Cavasos, Kelli Ann Haag, Steve 
Ferries, Fernando Chapa, Ricardo Aguilera , and Carlos Mendiola. 





DECA's purpose is to give students understanding of 
vocational courses, civic consciousness, social aware-
ness, and leadership ability. DECA members are con-
stantly using this in competition across the state, taking 
inventory for area businesses. DECA also serves the 
community by giving Christmas parties for children's 
homes. DECA truly 1s an honorable organization. 
DECA members receive award from Pharr Mayor Quentin Newcombe 
FFA officers are front I to r Terrie Warren . Sievert Nielsen, Deborah Obst, back Kenneth 




The farming life can be a very happy life, 
filled with spring meadows, fresh churned 
butter, and baby lambs. But before one can 
become a full-fledged farmer , one must be a 
full-fledged Future Farmer , and this 1s a 
tough Job, competing in livestock and vege-
table shows PSJA's FFA is doing a fine Job 
1n teaching the young future farmers the fine 
art of raising livestock and growing vegeta-
bles. 
FFA members are I tor 1st row· Mary Lou Sandoval , Javier Torres, Denise Skinner, Rick Hempel , Ruth Cavazos, Armando Padron, 2nd row sponsor Mr. 
Charles Dufner, Manuel Cantu . Ph1ll1p Williams. Romeo Robles, Burgess Cook, Sivert Nielsen, Bnan Blevins Tern Warren, Donna Alaniz , Deborah Obst , 
Ronnie Stratton, Rene Gomez, Kenneth Beamsley, Roy Hartness, Rodney Beamsley , 3rd row· Paul Arredondo, Cheri Schlieper, Tami Smith , Teresa Guerra, 
Tammy Ingram, Judy Smith , Larry Goodwyn, Tim Warren , Yvette Fowler, and Edgar Cano 
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Ruth Cavasos was chosen as FFA Sweetheart 
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OEA Sr Members are: Kneeling I. to r. Susie Gonzalez, Sylvia Castillo. Center Elisa Rodriguez, Francis Guajardo, Vidala Leija, 
Alicia Martinez, Maricela Rivas, Norma Hernandez, and Dora Garcia . Back Alma Flores, Elvira Puga, Maggie Castillo, Guadalupe 




Is Their Goal 
" We are met in a spirit of 
friendship and good will as we 
prepare for lives of service in 
office occupations. We work 
together to obtain the goals of 
OEA and pledge our loyalty to 
our nation.'' The VOE-OEA 
proudly states their motto 
while typing out an interoffice 
memo, or another type of daily 
office chore which they will 
encounter in the future. They 
are also keeping it in mind 
while competing in Area, State 
and National contests, always 
prompt and on top. 
OEA Jr. Members are: I. to r. Kneeling Rosalva Martinez and Ana Ramos. Center Norma Garcia, Mathra Garcia, Laura Bautista, Leticia Palacios, Dolores 
Martinez, Elida Gonzalez, Sonia Hinojosa, Yolanda Garza and Margie Echartea. Back Estellea Perez, Yolanda Hernandez, Dora Gonzalez, Cindy Rivera. Rosie 
Bustamante, Belinda Flores and Elda Villanueva. Not shown Debbie Quick, Ester Gonzalez, Elena Gomez. 
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Take It To 
EAR If It 
Needs Repair 
What would the world be like without 
electricians? Very, very dark. In order 
to keep the world bright and luminous, 
EAR. students learn to connect wires 
and repair an oven with ever lovin' 
care . These skills are cautiously taught 
and enhanced by sponsor Eloy Gar-
cia. 
E Garc1a--Sponsor 
EAR members are: Nestor Flores, Parl · Ruben Garza, Eden Ramos, Jesus Garcia, Jaime Elizalde, Vice 
Pres., Sig1fredo Salinas, Rene Patino, E Garcia, Sponsor, Carlos Valdez, Lupe Hernandez, Joe Ocanas, 
Jesse Watts, Lupe Sanchez, Treas., and Rogelio Gonzalez 
EAR Members are : Arturo Liscano, Armando Gonzalez, Oscar Garza, Robert Cortez, Luis Galvan, Joe 
Garcia, Ramiro Jimenez, Richard Rodriguez, Michael Robles, Fransisco De La Rosa, Ivan Cavasos, Ruben 
Rocha, Mario Gonzalez, Juan TruJillo, Arturo Huerta 
CVAE Coop President for 1978-79 1s Mitchell Mendoza 
CVAE Coop Officers are Manuel Saldana. Norma Camarillo. Oscar Deleon. Carlos Ortega, 





The purpose of the CVAE Coop training pro-
gram is to help students work their way through 
high school and at the same time provide training 
experience under real working cond1t1ons with 
classroom 1nstruct1on related to their Jobs. These 
activ1t1es develop leadership and " followsh1p ", 
personality, self-confidence and poise , which 
help the members become productive c1t1zens by 
teaching them proper attitudes and building their 
character. The Club has performed the Club Busi-
ness Procedure at the District VOCT Leadership 
Training Conference and for the Ford Elementary 
School. 
CVAE Coop Sponsor-Mr F Galvan. 






Ahead By Far 
" Preparing for leadership in the world 
of work ." As their motto clearly states 
VICA 1763 Is one of the most helpful 
organizations in teaching our youths the 
values of the outside world and preparing 
them for a future career This Is displayed 
In their various victories in the National, 
State and District competitions. Leading 
this fine group Is Roy L. Hopkins. 
JTOM E CHAN IC 
Migrant Auto Mechanics are : Carlos Valdez, Juan Gonzalez, Cande Gonzalez, R
afael Alaniz, Juan Reyes, 




Cars are what keep PSJA on the move, 
and the PSJA Auto Mechanics is what 
keeps the cars on the move. These young 
men are more than just plain " Grease mon-
keys! " Like in other schools, these students 
are automotive engineers and walk with 





PSJA has a great group of guys 
who work very hard to provide this 
school with many fine metal 
objects. The Metal Trades Organi-
zation has made equipment for City 
of San Juan Recreation Dept. and 
the PSJA Athletic Dept. They 
attended the officer Leadership 
Conference 1n Mercedes and the 
Harlingen TSTI Contest held in Gal-
veston . The Metal Trades Organiza-
tion 1s a great contr'ibution to our 
school. 
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tv\etal Trades students are Rosano Mancha, Rene Escobedo, Butch Esparza, Ruben Suarez, Javier Ruiz, Uvalda 
Cordova, Andy Gonzalez, Rogelio Cervantes, Manuel Bermea, Juan Vega, Carl Gunnerson, Alfredo Hernandez, 
Leonel Monc1va1s. 
tv\etal Trades Students are: Erasmo Garcia, Juan Galindo, ldelfonso Flores, Juan Cruz Palomin, Pedro Pena, Robert 
Martinez, R. Rodnguez, Instructor, Pedro Gamboa, Luis Maldonado, Jessie Carrizales, Jaime Villarreal , Odilon Guerra, 
and Lino Peralez. 
Building Trades Members are: Felix Villarreal , Arturo Canales, Narciso Gallegos, R
odolfo Gonzalez, Noe Gonzalez, 
Jesse Zamarripa , Rosano Gonzalez, Mr Al McKee Instructor, Martha Reyes, An
tonio Saldana, Ricardo Alvarez, 




The purpose ot Building Trades 
VICA 1s to prepare a student for leader-
ship 1n the world of work . This 
becomes essential later 1n life for the 
student planning his future. 
Various act1v1ties attended by the 
Building Trades class were the Rio 
Grande Convention, Brownsville con-
vention , and also a major convention 






The P.S.J.A. Concert Choir has promoted singing at P.S.J.A. 
in past years. This year's choir has had some special events at 
P.S.J.A., including a Christmas concert before Christmas vaca-
tions which added a little warmth to the Christmas spirit . The 
Concert Choir, led by Pres. Rachel Alvarez, attended an All Val-
ley Clinic, a UIL Solo and Ensemble contest and other various 
act1v1t1es this year. One thing we may be proud of at P.S.J.A. 1s 
our Concert Choir, for they are a group of young talented sing-
ers ready to show that singing is a very enjoyable talent. 
Choir sponsor-Mr S. Gilli um 
lOl 
PASF-
Proud Of Their 
Latin Heritage 
PASF is mainly concerned with 
teaching students ways and customs 
of their Latin American heritage. This 
1s accomplished by compet1t1ons in 
which students compete in various 
Spanish events (dancing , prose , 
poetry) The PASF also sponsors 
many fund-raising events. 
PASF Members are Alma Flores, Elvira Tijerina, Minerva Montes, Gu1llerm1na G
onzalez, Alma Lopez. Olga 
Alaniz , Rosa Maria Salinas, and Alejandra Guerra Mr. J Ramirez in back. 
PASF Officers are : Guillermina Gonzalez, Olga Alaniz. Rosa Mana Salinas, M
inerva 
Montes, Elvira Tijerina, and Alejandra Guerra 






Osoette Members are Edwina Ramirez, Letty Hernandez, Sylvia Fuentes, Irma Rodnguez, Rosa Garcia, Debbie Brooks, Diana Olivares, Irene Gonzalez, Melba 
Rosas, Alma Lopez, Elizabeth Ramirez, Becky Hernandez, Rosario Luera, Connie Hernandez, Celia Ramos, Martha Alonzo, Noemi Ramirez, Diana Vargas, Olga 
Diaz, Elizabeth Rodriguez, Luisa Tellez, Melly Enriquez, and Marina Castillo. 
Gimme' AB, 
Gimme' An E. 
The Pharr-San Juan-Alamo 
Osoettes greatly support all athletic 
events at PSJA. Along with support-
ing the Bears, they also treat their 
individual players weekly to cokes 
and sandwiches. Officers include: 
Alma Lopez, Pres., Becky Hernan-
dez, V. Pres., Liz Ramirez, Seer., 
Melba Rosas, Treas. and Irene Gon-
zalez, Rep. There are 33 members 
in all , who support football, basket-
ball and baseball. 
Osoette Officers are : Irene Gonzalez, Melba Rosas, Alma Lopez, Elizabeth Ramirez, and Becky Hernandez 
Osoette Sweethearts for 1978-79 are Nandy Cabrera and Alma 
Lopez 
Osoette Sponsors for 1978-79 are Suzan LaPeer and Hilda 
Garza 
Senior Osoettes are Cella Ramos, Melba Rosas, Alma Lopez, Elizabeth Ramirez, Becky Hernandez, Melly 
Enriquez, Martha Alonzo, Noemi Ramirez, Diana Vargas, Marina Castillo, and Irma Rodriguez. 







The 1978-79 PSJA Mighty Bear Band has had 
an excellent year . Their many achievements 
include the only 28-AAM Varsity Band to receive 
three consecutive Superior Division I ratings in 
Pigskin , an invitation to play for Vice President 
Walter Mondale and also to play at the First 
Annual Palms Bowl Game. Band performances at 
football games and pep rallies have also been 
outstanding. 
The Mighty Bear Band placed twenty-eight stu-
dents in All-Valley Competition. Twelve of these 
were selected for Area tryouts , two of these 
twelve advanced to All-State Band , and one was 
selected for All-State Youth Orchestra. Marching , 
Twirling , Concert and Sight Reading Contests 
were also attended. The Band raised large sums 
of money to attend the Astroworld Invitational 
Band Festival in the spring of '79. All in all this has 
been a fantastic and very rewarding year for a 
band that marches with pride. 
Miss Monica Sandoval-PSJA Drum Major 
Band Directors are . P. Aiken , D. Swain , J Swafford S. Sulak, P. Denman, D. 
Aikin, D Lennon, N. B. Woolsey, C Coward , and Head Director P Cisneros. 
Twirlers for 1978-79 are Evelyn Romero, Anna Romans, Sylvia Guzman, Minee Lazo, Leslie 
Lemen, Trisha Lemen, Drum Major Monica Sandoval , and Perla Camamllo . 
Band Sweethearts for 1978-79 are George Trevino and Diana Gonzalez. 
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Gary Garza smiles after the Bear Band 
received a D1v1s1on I rating 
All Valley Band Selections for 1978-79 from the Mighty Bear Band' 
1978-79 Stage Band under the direction of Mr Norman Woolsey 
Members of the PSJA Band who competed 1n Area were Ins Gonzalez, Tricia Lemen, Willie Perez, Albert 
Morales, George Trevino, Rudy Salazar, Ruben Adame, Danny Hoeschler, Johnny Barboza, Scott Meyers, 
Norma Lopez, and Sammy Martinez. 
Members of the PSJA Band who were named to the All State Band were: Willie Perez, Baritone Sax 






The P.S.J.A. Bearettes are a group of 
44 girls that entertain the many fans at 
the football games during the halftime 
show. They also perform at Basketball 
games and at special events. The Bear-
ettes sold ribbons and football programs 
They also held a Bearette clinic , a Spring 
Variety Show, and attended a summer 
camp. The Bearettes are a group of fine 
entertainers and supporters of the Mighty 
Bears. 
Officers for the 1978-79 Bearettes are Edna Flores, Captain , Roxanne Carter, Major, Cathy Sargent, 
Captain, Lisa Quintanilla , Lieutenant, Karen Stiers, Lieutenant and Sylvia Sandoval , Captain 
Bearette Council members are: Melinda Leal , Gilda Garza, Guillermina Gonzalez, Gracie Garza, Norma Suarez, 
Kathy Whitlock, Sheryl McIntyre, Manna Ramirez, Lolly Trevino, Natalia Deleon, Yolanda Cantu , Vicky Obst , 
Mary Ramirez, Mary Nell Trevino, Dyanne Rutledge. 
Bearette Sponsor-Mrs S Navarro 
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Being a Senior Bearette holds many fond memories-especially those of Homecoming. Seniors Yolanda Cantu 
and Natalia de Leon express the sadness of their last Homecoming as members of PSJA Bearettes. 
Junior Bearettes decorate Mr McKeever's car dunng Homecoming 
to show his spirit 
Mr Bearette for 1978-79 is Mike Culpepper Not shown. Miss Bearette is Roxanne 
Carter 
Rah Rah Ree, We're The Va rsi-Tee 
Representing the spirited student body and supporting the Bears in different sports are the PSJA Varsity Cheerleaders It takes a lot of 
spirit and hard work to become a Varsity Cheerleader, as this group of fine girls have devoted much of their time to promote and elevate 
sportsmanship and scholarship throughout school. They are led by head cheerleader Laura Serna and sponsored by Mrs. Norma Carde-
nas. Throughout the 78-79 year, the Varsity Cheerleaders have been very active as usual. The Cheerleaders attended the UCA Cheerlead-
ing Camp at San Marcos, held two cheerleading clinics, and also two soc-hops. GO BEARS1 
Cheerleaders for 1978-79 are: Oralia Martinez, Nette Trevino, Janet Brown, Head Cheerleader Laura Serna, Chris Garza, Debbie Garza. Mary Bazan , 
and Jeannie Pecina. 
Oraha Martinez Laura Serna-Head Cheerleader 
Chris Garza Cheerleader Beaus Jesse Villescas, Albert Martinez and George Silva. 
Janet Brown Mary Bazan 
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Marinette Trevino Jeannie Pecina 
Oralia says, " Work it in for two, Bears, work it in for twot " 
Debbie Garza 
Nette smiles as the Bears are victorious once again . 







Adding to a super winning sea-
son for our school , we also have 
our Junior Varsity Cheerleaders. 
Backing the Mighty Bears in various 
sports and really promoting school 
spint 1s exactly what it takes to be a 
Junior Varsity Cheerleader This 
year our Junior Varsity squad , 
together with our Varsity squad , 
have held several fund-ra1s1ng pro-
Jects such as Cheerleading Clinics 
and two smash soc-hops, which 
were a great success. 
Jr Varsity Cheerleaders are Debbie Garcia, Sandra Vecchio, Glendy Ramirez, Diana Acosta , Sandra Guzman 
and Sandra Ramirez 
Danny White guest speaker for the football banquet. 
Mr. Alvarado is awarded recognition . 
Frank Vecchio, president of the Quarterback Club, compliments our 
District Champs. 
OBC members serve basketball players. Mr Romero, a loyal Bear backer 
Quarterback Club: 
Big Bear Boosters 
PSJA is honored to have a sponsorer of all sports 
like the Quarterback Club. The Quarterback Club 
consists of many spirited citizens who take pride in 
backing the Bears in their many different sports. 
The Quarterback Club sponsors banquets for 
many of our major sports and often provides refresh-
ments for our hard working athletes. 
We'd like to thank the Quarterback Club for their 
continued support. Keep up the good work , we 




DIAMONDS OF QUALITY 
ANYSCHOOL 
ANY YEAR • ANYWHERE 




For All Your 
Automotive Needs 
CONGRATULATIONS BEARS ON 
A FANTASTIC YEAR 
For a full line of Ceramic Bears 
and Gifts 
OR 
Will Teach You To Make Your Own 
"THE VALLEY'S LARGEST CERAMIC SUPPLY HOUSE" 
922 W. State St. (Bus. 83 at Sugar Rd.) 
Hours : Mon 10-10 Tues-Sat 10-7 
787-7761 
LaNora McWilliams 
* Buy, Sell and R
en * 
~Dll ¥ 
~ : Music Shop 
Stri ngs, Effects Pedals 
P. A. Sy stems 
Reeds • Polished Clothes• 
Disco Music • 
Instruments• P.A. Rentals• 
Light Systems 
781-2426 113 W. Hwy 83 
Pharr 
OPTICAL FASHION 
LATEST IN FASHION 
EYEWARE 
308 S. Broadway 
McAllen 
682-9435 









l. - - J • " - -
A lot of people talk about being involved . Or 
having a good attitude . But that ' not enough . 
At McAllen tate Bank we turn that kind of talk 
into action everyday. By offering special services 
to our cu tomer . Being actively involved in the 
community. And by giving personal attention to 
our u tomer individual money need . 
\X'e don ' t Just talk- we make it happen. For 
our customers and for the community. 
Come by- we' ll be glad to show you how we 
turn talk into action everyday . 
We turn talk into action. 
STINNET JEWELRY 







Diamonds• Watches• Silver 
·••0• 
McAllen State Bank 







THE PHARR PRESS 
A Newsy, Nosey, Hometown 
Locally Owned and Controlled 
Newspaper 
COMMERCIAL PRINTING 
OF ALL KINDS 
A BOOSTER OF ALL 
PSJA Athletic Activities 
203 South Cage-Pharr 
Flowers for all occasions 
BRA VO'S FLOWER SHOP 
101 7 S. Nebraska 
San Juan, Texas 
CALL-787-3473 MONTGOMERY WARD CHAIN SHOP 




International Trucks Help You Make It In 
BE SOMEBODY ... 
Become a Professional 
Cosmetologist 
A Tough Business ... With A Complete Line Of 




221 W. HWY 83 
SAN JUAN, TEX. 
787-1762 P.O. Drawer DD 
711 N. Cage 








506 S. Nebraska 
San Juan, Tex. 
787-3975 
Ph. 787-5927 Approved Pivot Point 
School 
O'BANNON'S 
100% Natural Soda Fountain 
And Yogurts 
Old Fashioned Soda Fountain 
La Plaza Mall 
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PAK-A-SAK 
100 W. 83 













Ice Cream Parlor 
2228 N. 10th McAllen 







- - - - : - - - ,... .. .. 









... . '-aii 
CORNER OF " I" ROAD & CHAPARRAL OPEN 7:00 A.M. to 11 :00 P.M. 
PHARR DRUGS 
Walgreen Agency 
101 S. CAGE 
PHARR,TEXAS 
Owners 
Ruben D. Garza 
Romeo Escobar 
Ph . 787-3255 
Prescription Specialists 
" Say it with flowers ... 
. . Say it with ours" 
SALDANA'S 
FLOWER SHOP 
404 N. Flag St. 
PHARR 














SAN JUAN, TX 
GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN 
N. Main Street, San Juan 
Across the Expressway 
787-7691 
TOWN & COUNTRY 
712 S. Cage 
Serving Your Every Need 




201 S. Cage 
Photographic Hobby 
Equipment 
Cameras• Tripods• Enlargers 
Lens• Frames• Etc. 
119W. Park 
Pharr, Texas 
The Valley's Most Complete 
Line of Fabric • Notions • Trims 
Grace & Bob Lewis 787-1 782 
ZA.LES 






ROY AL - VICTOR 
APECO - BOHN 
919 W. Hwy. , Pharr, Texas 
MAC DONALD 3-D 
MAGNETIC SIGNS 
"DESIGNS WITH YOU IN MIND" 
PLASTIC 3-D SIGNS MAGNETIC OR 
PERMANENT 
ELECTRIC SIGNS-CHANGEABLE SIGNS 
ADVERTISING SPECIAL TIES 
ENGRAVED SIGNS 
PLASTIC LETTERS IN STOCK 
787-0016 
OUT OF ST ATE TOLL FREE-DIAL 1 -800-
531-5717 
1 31 5 W. HWY 83-ALAMO 
WE USE ONLY TOP QUALITY MATERIALS 
PETRO SHOPPING 
CENTER 
2705 N. Cage 
Pharr, TX 
We may doze but we 
never close 
Ph . 787-5546 
El Centro Mall 
Pharr 
GLO RESTAURANT 










Lots of good 
homestyle 
cooking 
Model " T" Soup & 
Salad bar 
I 1B REALTOR 8 
ROBIE EALTY 
Glen R. Robie 
207 W. Parr 
787-8511 
HONDA OF McALLEN 
SUZUKI OF McALLEN 
HONDA 
GO/HG STRONG! 
2½ M. N. McColl 
Ph . 686-4181 
• ATTRACTIVE 




* SILK SCREENED REAL ESTATE SIGNS 
* TRA ILER SIGNS FOR SALE OR RENT 
* TRUCK DECALS 
* BUMPER STICKERS 
THE VILLAGE STORE 
124 S. Main 
























Alamo, Tx 78516 
787-9243 Mon.-Sat. 8:00 to 6 :00 
PHARR, TEXAS 
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YOUR HAIR IS OUR BUSINESS No Appointment Needed . 
ouse 
HOUSE OF JEANS 
Where the famous Jeans are 
Come and See: Sandy, Norma, Gloria, Pat, 
Adolfo, Jorge . . . Carlos 








315 SOUTH CLOSNER 
5 12 3 B3 -3B61 
601 So. Nebraska 
EDINBURG TEXAS 7B539 ....... 
l::.e'f % ?joM 0/J«,e lveedi 
787-4101 
HOME OF THE 
QUARTER POUNDER 
1224 W. Expwy. 83 






8 S. MAIN McALLEN 




113 N. MAIN 
DOWNTOWN McALLEN 
686-5411 
"A BEST WESTERN HOTEL" 
HALE 
HARDWARE 
G. E. APPLIANCES 










BACK HOE EXPERIENCED LEASE CREWS 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
830 E. HIGHWAY 83 
PHARR, TX 
VALLEY FRUIT & 
VEGETABLE CO., INC. 
CASH BUYERS 
724 N. CAGE BLVD. 
Pharr, TX 
787-3241 
MATT'S CASH & CARRY 











CLASS OF '79' 
FROM THE 
FRATERNAL ORDER OF THE 
EAGLES 
CITRUS AERIE 3109 
AND THE 
LADIES AUXILIARY 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Seth Kornegey 
CHARITIES 
Max Baer Heart Fund 




Jimmy Durante Crippled 
Children 's Fund 
Midland Girls Sky 
Ranch 
ALWAYS WILLING TO LEND A HELPING HAND 




HIS N HER 
FASHIONS 
127 Alamo Rd. 
ALAMO, TX 
787-4023 
Complete Hair Care 
Spudnuts 
Of Pharr 










9 n e 
0 n 
7 
PHARR AUTO PARTS 
787-9931 
EXXON 










Everything Automotive - Wholesale, Retail 
ND 
. 
LAUnDRY ~ CLEAnERS 
D & M CLEANERS 
and 
LAUNDRY 










"For Quick Service" 
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
CALL 
787-9045 
It'll take more than one bite 
to finish a 
GIANT HAMBURGER 
from 
Jimmie's Gold Mine 
1223 W. Highway 83 
Alamo, Texas 
* Tables on Patio 
* Giant Hamburger 
* Picnic Supplies 
- 787-9163 -
FOR ALL YOUR GROCERY 
NEEDS SHOP AT 
M. RIVAS 










PLAZA AUTO PARTS 
802 S. Cage 
Pharr 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO. 
1324 EAST HIGHWAY 83 
McALLEN 
"OUR NAME SAYS IT ALL" 
Ph. 787-8514 
Alamo 
Everything Automotive-Wholesale, Retail 
HUB FLORAL SHOP 









NEWCOMBE REXALL PHARMACY 




'~C. '"· * SHIAT 
Custom Printing For Schuols, Churches, etc. 
LADIES & MEN'S SPORTSWEAR 
TEAMS & CLUB PR ICES 
125W. PARK 
PHARR 
2536 Pecan Blvd . 1025 N. Texas St. 
McAllen , Texas 
687-5031 
Congratulations Senior 
Class of 1979 
WARNOCK HAT 
WORKS 
617 W. Hiway 83 
Pharr, Texas 78577 
-787-9155-






SAN JUAN, TX 
Weslaco, TX 
968-3817 
Brownsville, TX 541-4991 
787-0001 
OKIE'S DRIVE IN GROCERY 
JOE DANIELS TIRE CO, 
INC. 












116 W. State 787-0131 
Pharr 
Alamo, TX 
BLUE HOUSE TRAILER SALES 
Monitor-Mobile-Traveler 




VIC'S AUTO REBUILDERS 
230 W. Park 
787-5084 
2 Locations in Pharr 
2.2 Mi. S. 281 
Expert Auto Repair-Complete Body and Repair 
Work for any and all makes-One day service 
on paint jobs 
HANSHAW'S 









Specializing In : 
Cameras • Sales • Services • Accessories 
Also Studio Portraits• Weddings 
VALLEY BUILDERS SUPPLY 
787-3223 399-5373 
425-5562 






131 E. 6th San Juan 





"Class Of 1979" 
FRANK.VECCHIO 
PAVING COMPANY 
IF YOU HAVE A LOTTO DO, 
LET VECCHIO'S DO IT FOR 
YOU! 
Expressway Paving 
SPECIALIZING IN SMALL OR LARGE JOBS 
FRANK VECCHIO PAVING COMPANY 




THE ROUND UP DRIVE INN 




Fajitas And Sea Food 
THE FAMILY STORE, ALL BRAND NAMES 






9-anfasfic dwio, Po,fiail:J. 
qjf'amowu:J.<!JufdoozPhofugwfh~ 




ARMANDO'S TACO HUT 
FINEST IN MEXICAN FOODS 
42 DIFFERENT TACOS TO CHOOSE FROM 
ARMANDO ELIZONDO AND FAMILY OWNERS 
106 N. CAGE PHARR 







Oscar Cantu Agent 




" Stanley" Home Products 
" Changed My World " 
201 N. Aster 
300 N. Cage 
Pharr 
Eliza R. Benavidez 
Owner 787-2924 
VALLEY TRUCK SERVICE 
1 09 E. Park Pharr 
'" FOR THE LATEST IN FASHION EYEWEAR" 
PROFESSIONAL 
OPTICAL 
Joe "Pepe" Salinas 
Owner Tel. 781-1781 
EXPRESSWAY 83 
AND FM 907 
ALAMO, TX 










Ph . 682-6306 
ALAMO PHOTO SUPPLY 
and 
COLOR LAB, INC. 
819 MAIN, ALAMO 
787-1831 
SERVING THE NEEDS OF THE PRO 
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EQUIPMENT RENTAL 
LARGE & SMALL BACKHOE 
HYDRAULIC CRANE 
CONSTRUCTION CO. INC. HEAVY HAULING - FLOATS- LOWBOY 






BROWNSVILLE • 541 -1 081 
S. PADRE ISLAND 
HARLINGEN• 425-8881 







1 S. MAIN 
McALLEN . TX 
TEXAN HOTEL 686-8364 
ON THE CORNER OF KELLY AND 281 PHARR 
PRONTO SUPER-
MARKET 
741 E. MAIN 
ALAMO , TX 
Mon .-Sat . 8:30-9:00 
Sun . 9:00-6 :00 
Fresh Meats & Produce Daily 
We Feature Everyday Low 
Prices 
238 And Outstanding Sales 
''' VALLEY FEDERAL SAVINGS and LOAN 
ASSOCIATION 
WITH OFFICES TO SERVE YOU IN 
McALLEN EDINBURG PHARR 
WESLACO RIO GRANDE CITY 
MAGIC VALLEY STUDIOS 
*NATURAL COLOR PORTRAITS 
*SENIOR PORTRAITS 
*WEDDINGS 




PARENTS & STUDENTS 
~ you, Class Rwlg 
fiom a Jeweler. 
• W• ore permon•nt ln this community ond 
hope to hove you os o longtiffl• customer 
• There ore no now or t1ever or ck ring doys ond 
we ore olwoys IMr• for re1lzln9, rep<Mr, or -· • W• ho.. ol 1M options ond rvn ~clol• lllrou9hout 1M yeo,. 
• DEUVEIIY IN l -4 WEEKS 
~b.localJ..-le, 
HeSuppo,tsb,I 
H ATT ' S 
~
- DIAMONDS -




1909 S. 10th St.• McAllen , TX 






El Centro Mall 
500 N. Jackson 
Pharr, TX 
Dale Wesley Chapman 
VIRGIL 
. C O N S T. 
KAUTCH TRUE VALUE 
HARDWARE & LUMBER 
Inc. 
Lumber• Hardware 
Plumbing• Plastic Pipe 
Electric R. V. Supplies 
705 Hwy. 83 Alamo 
787-2721 
T. W A L K E R 
CO. INC . 
. -,__ - . , 
. - .. 
iiiiiiiiliil ----.--- J• •• 
VIRGIL T. WALKER CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. 
425 W. State 




9-12 - 1 :30-5:30 MON., TUES., WED., FRI. 9-12 THURS. & SAT. 
686-5712 RICHARD GREENE 
OPTICIAN 
133 So. 8th. St. Alamo, Tex. 
QUALITY INN 
RESTAURANT-SWIMMING POOL 
BANQUET & MEETING ROOM 
COMMERCIAL RATES• MAJOR 
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
10 MINUTES FROM MEXICO 
Between McAllen & Pharr 
EXPRESSWAY & HWY 83 
Ph . 787-5921 
COBOTEL WITTENBURG 






"THE BEST THING THAT'S 
HAPPEN I NG TO WOOD' I 
705 EAST PECAN 
McAllen 








0 BEARS GO • GO BEARS GO • GO BEARS GO • GO BEARS GO • GO BEARS GO • GO BEARS GO • GO BEARS GO 
INVEST IN A PART OF PSJA 













































" OUR BUSINESS IS PICKIN ' UP! " 
807 E. Hwy. 83 
Carol • Cooky • Luzie • Rozie • Jocelyn • Jose Luis 
M"r- Sergio's 
Ph. 686-7781 1009 Maple Ave. 
242 686-0662 McAllen, TX 
Capacities 
5 thru 85 tons 
787-7777 









ACEVEDO ANA-Tennis.FHA VOE 
ACEVEDO ROMAN-Auto Mechanics 
ADAME ROSALINDA-CV A E • Coop F HA 
ADAME RUBEN-Stage Band , Symphonic 
Band UIL Eng Student Council 
ALEMAN CARMEN-Track 
ALEMAN DIANA-T enn,s 
ALEMAN ELDA-UIL Tenn,s Science Club. 
F T A Spa n,sh Club 
ALANIS JULIE-Vars,ty Band Mu Alpha Theta , 
N HS Science Club DAR Award, C1v1tan 
C1tizensh1p Award 
ALANIZ OLGA-FHA VO E 
ALONZO . MARTHA-Osoettes 
ARREDONDO ALFREDO-Chess , P L 
Student Council , N HS Mu Alpha Theta 
Fresh & Soph Class. Debate Science Club , 
Jets 
ALVAREZ ANNA LISA-Student Council , 
Sophomore Class Osoenes 
ALVARADO. DORIA-Student Council 
ALVARADO GILBERT-Football Track , 
CVA E COOP 
AYALA. CLARA-Varsity Band. St Judes CYO, 
Soph & Jun,or Solo Ensembles 
AGUILERA RICHARD-J V Football VOGT 
DECA 
BARRERA MIGUEL-Band 
BARBE. KAYLENE--Oirls Basketball manager 
N H S Drama Club 
BENITEZ OSCAR-Bear Memones. Mr Spirit 
78-79 
BISHOP TRACY-Football. Track. Basketball 
BORREGO. MIGUEL-Mechanics. Metal Trades 
BRAVO ELOY-JV Football. Student Council , 
Bears Tale 
BRAVO FILEMON-Cosometric Omb,ball, 
Choir Chess Club. UIL Science. JETS 
BREWSTER LAURA-Sw1mm1ng Fresh Class, 
Sr Class Bearenes Student Council. A F S . 
Photo Club. Science Club. N H s Mu Alpha 
Theta Bears Tale. September Rotary Girl. I 
Dare You Award. Girls State, Miss Spirit 
Nommee 
BlJRANDT KEVIN L YNN-UIL Tennis. Science 
Club JETS P L A 
BURCIAGA.JUANITA-FHA 
CABRERA FERNANDO-Varsity Basketball. 
Osotte Favonte Third Team All State. First 
Team All O,stnct Forward , Second Team VFN 
Baseball 
CABRERA GILBERT-Drama I. 11. & 111 , Band 
CACERES CARLOS-CV A E COOP. UIL 
Speech Drama 
CALDERON DIANA-f H A . DECA 
CAMARILLO PERLA-Band, Twirler UIL 
twirling All Valley Band UtL Solo & Ensemble 
CANO SYL VIA-V O C C T 
CANTU JAVIER L -Vars,ty Band, C YD All 
Valley Freshman Band 
CANTU MARICELA-UIL Volleyball. UIL 
Basketball manager V O E Soph Class 
Favor,te Candidate 
CANTU NEREO-Football , Basketball FFA. 
Sen,or Class 
CANTU PAUL-Drama Club. UIL Solo Acting 
UIL Duet Acting , One Act Play, Drama Club 
Favorite 
CANTU , RICK-Track. Basketball. All D1stnct 
Honorable Mention. All Tourney 78-79 Senior 
Class Favorite 
CANTU. YOLANDA-Bearettes. Science Club. 
,Tn City Top Teens , English Club, Bear 
Memories 
CARMONA. ERON-Student Council. Osoettes 
manager JV Cheerlead,ng 
CARR ADELA-V O E 
CARLIN MARIA-FT A . TCTT. Band 
CARTER. ROXANNA-SOph Swimming team, 
F FA Bearettes. Key Club. Miss San Juan, 
Miss Bearette. Chapter Farmer Degree. t 3th 
& 14th place Youth Show & Live Stock Show 
Most Outstanding Dancer at Drill Team Camp 
GASARES. ELMA-FT A . TCTT. English Club, 
UIL. Bearettes 
GASARES. NELDA-Bearenes. 2nd Runner-Up 
Homecoming Queen. Senior Class Favorite 
GAST IL LEJA. MARIA-F FA. Osoettes, 
Science Club. Chapter Farmer Degree 
:ASTILLO, BELINOA-F TA Band TCTT 
Science Club, English Club, Soph & Senior 
F avonte Nominee 
:AST IL LO COOKIE-Football, CV A E 
COOP Metal Trades 
~ASTILLO. DAHLIA-Student Council Science 
Club AF S. Senior Class. Freshman Class, 
Head JV Cheerleader 
~ASTILLO, DELIA-LEO Club, Student 
Counc,I, Mu Alpha Theta Science Club , 
A F S . Senior Class. Varsity Tennis 
Senior Brags 
CASTILLO JOSE A -N HS Mu Alpha Theta 
CASTILLO MARIAM-VOE 
CASTILLO MARINA-Osoettes. Mu Alpha 
Theta 
CASTILLO.SYLVIA-VOE COOP 
CASTRO CARLOS-Chess Club. JETS 
CAVAZOS MARK-DECA 
CAZARES RAMIRO Jr -Track, Freshman 
BandAFS 
CHAVEZ . JOE-VIC A 
CIRLOS JOSEFINA-Lab Coop Concert Choir 
COMPEAN BOBBY-Football. Track , Metal 
Trades All District t st T earn 
CORTEZ FERMIN-Freshman & Sophomore 
Class 
CRANFILL DENNIS-Track. Freshman football 
CULPEPPER. MIKE-Varsity Football . Track , 
Freshman Basketball. Mr Bearette , 1st Team 
All District 2nd Team All Valley 
DE LEON. ANNA-Student Council. Debate 
Senior Class. Freshman. Sophorrore & Junior 
Class President. F H A . President, Student 
Council Secrelary Freshman Favorite 
Sophomore Favorite. Junior Favorite. Chess 
Club. Chess Club Sweetheart. Freshman Best 
Looking. Homecoming Queen 1st Runner-Up, 
Belle-1979 
DE LEON CRISELDA-VO E Lab 
DE LEON NA TALIA-Science Club. Bearettes 
DE LEON OSCAR-F TA , CV A E COOP 
Vice-President 
DE LEON ROSALBA-VO E 
DE LA ROSA IGNACIO-C V A E COOP VICA 
Club 
DE°LUNA SABAS--Freshman Track Co-op 
ESAA 
DIAZ. EDDIE-Vars,ty Football. Baseball . Track 
ELIZALDE ELENA-V O E Vice-President 
ELIZALDE JAIME-VIC A , EAR v,ce-
Pres,dent Baseball 
ENRIQUEZ. MELLY-Band English Club. 
TCTT PAS F Osoettes 
ESCAMILLA. JANIE-VO E 
ESCOBEDO LAURA I -V O E DOT 1st State 
(Bullet,n Board) VO E (Bulletin Board) 4th ,n 
area 
ESPINOSA. ALMA-Volleyball, N HS VOE 
FACUNDO PERFECTO-Mu Alpha Theta, 
Migrant Auto Mechanics. V I C A Pres1den1 
ot Migrant Auto Mechanics 
FERRIES STEVE-Football Tennis. DECA, 
Freshman Favorite. Sophomore Favorite , 
Beau Runner-Up 
FLORES CINDY-Tennis. Band Student 
Council 
FLORES. CATHY-VICA. M,g Auto Mechanics 
FLORES. EDNA-Bearettes. Leo Club. Student 
Council. English Club. UIL. Alternate to Girls 
State 3rd place District (Spelling UIL) 3rd 
place Regional. 8th place State 
FLORES. RAMON Jr -Foolball. Metal Trades 
FUENTES. HILDA-SC,ence Club 
GAGE JEFF-F F A English Club. Nat'I 
M,n,cycle Assn Texas State Champ 
GALINDO. JUAN-VO CT 
GAMBOA. PEDRO-Chess Club, Junior Class 
GARCIA ALDO J -N H S 
GARCIA DENNIS-JV Wrestling DECA 
GARCIA DORA S -UIL Typing VOE 
GARCIA ERASMO-Metal Trades 
GARCIA , ESTELLA-Volleyball , Track 
Basketball. Student Council. Junior Class 
GARCIA. HECTOR-Chess Club. Mu Alpha 
Theta UIL Science. JETS Club. Junior Class 
Senior Class 
GARCIA. ISABEL-FHA VOE Sophomore 
Class 
GARCIA. OLGA M -Basketball , Track , 
Volleyball manager , Freshman Class. Bike 
Club Sophomore Class. Junior Class, 
Student Council , English Club. M,ss Pharr 
Contestant 
GARCIA. PATRICIA V -Volleyball , Basketball , 
Osoettes. Sophomore Cheerleader, Junior & 
Senior Choir 
GARCIA. RAUL-ICT, VICA 
GARCIA. ROSALIA-0 EA 
GARZA. GREGORIA-0 EA 
GARZA. HERMELINDA-C V A E 
GARZA MARIA M -Student Council . 
Sophomore Choir & JV Concert Choir 
GARZA NOEL-Football. Science Club, Mu 
Alpha Thela Freshman Class, VOGT SI 
Judes CYO President. Student Of the Month 
for December '78. Received Scholarship to 
attend North Carolina Outward Bound 
Selected to YCC 
GARZA, OSCAR M -football, Baseball 
GARZA. REBECCA A -Concert Band , 
Symphonic Band Sotos & Ensembles 
GARZA. ROEL A -C VA E COOP Band. 
IC T Drama 
GARZA ROEL G -Band , Music Club. Leo 
Club Student Council 
GARZA MARIA Y -V O E Lab 
GUANA GRACIE-Band F HS TCTT 
GLEASON MARY-Volleyball Track VOE 
NHS Area Finals in Accounting I 6th place . 
Area Finals in Accounting 113rd place 
GOETZINGER. KERRY-Varsity Band. Science 
Club Most Outstanding Sludent 1n Concert 
Band Who s Who. Nan member of P,ano 
Guild 
GOMEZ DAVID-Baseball 
GONGORA . NORMA-UIL Track. Sophomore 
Class Freshman Class V O E Lab 
GONZALEZ AOAN-VICA. Mechanics 
GONZALEZ ART-Football . Track Baseball 
Student Council. Chess Club 
GONZALEZ CANDI-Boxing 
GONZALEZ DIANA-Band, Leo Club. Student 
Council. Sc,ence Club. Band Sw theart 
GONZALEZ, EMILIA-Tennis. 0 nes 
GONZALEZ, GERARDO-Senior Class 
GONZALEZ. GUILLERMINA-Bearettes 
English Club. F TA Student Council 
GONZALEZ !RENE-Student Council 
GONZALEZ JULIA-V O E Lab 
GO ZALEZ LETICIA-Bears Tale Basketball 
GO ZALEZ MARCELO-Band Stage Band 
GONZALEZ NORMA-JV Cheerleader , 
Student Council. F H A , JV Choir 
GONZALEZ SUSIE R -Tennos. Student 
Council VOE 
GREMES BARBARA L -Sw,mmng & D,v,ng 
Team Voe Ag I, II. 111 . IV FF A 8th district 
swimming compet1t1on, 1st m Dvmg 2nd 1n 
Back Stroke 
GUERRA. DELPHINA-C VA E 
GUERRA. ODILON-Football VIC A Metal 
Trades Bu11d1ng Trades 
GUERRA REYNALDO-Foolball DECA. F F A 
GUISINGER.PATTY-VO CC T 
GUTIERREZ BLANCA-OEA 
GUTIERREZ. NELIDA-UIL Volleyball Sludent 
Council 
GUTIERREZ , RAMIRO-Varsity Football , 
Basketball. Track. NHS Gen Metal Trades. 
All District , All Valley , All South Texas, Who s 
Who. 01stnct Champs 
GUTIERREZ VICTOR-Student Council 
Science Club. Stage Band Sytr4>honic Band 
Who s Who. All-Valley Band 
GUZMAN !SABEL C -V O E 
GUZMAN JAVIER-Student Council Freshman 
Class Favonte Runner-Up Soph Favonte 
Runner-Up 
GUZMAN , TOMAS Jr -Genera, Building 
Trades 
HALLOCK , KAREN L -Band, All-Valley 
HANDY LETICIA-N H s ' Who s Who. UIL 
Shorthand 
HERNANDEZ ARMANDO-Senior Class. 
DECA 
HERNANDEZ BECKY-Leo Club. PAS F 
Osoettes 
HERNANDEZ BLANCA ESTELLA-F H A 
Sophomore Class 
HERNANDEZ FLORINDA-VOE Mus,c Club 
HERNANDEZ GUADALUPE-Track, EAR 
HERNANDEZ MARIA ELIZABETH-Band 
HER ANDEZ , RICHARD-Mu Alpha Theta 
NHS , WhosWho 
HERNANDEZ, ROBERT-Football Basketball . 
Student Council 
HIGH.SARAH-VOE ·0 EA 
HINOJOSA. GUAOALUPE-V O E 
HOELSCHER DANIEL-Band All-Valley 
IBARRA. MARIA-Baskelball , Track , Who 's 
Who 
IBARRA, YOLANOA-Baskelball , Track 
INFANTE , MELBA-Freshman Class , 
Sophomore Class. DECA. DECA Sweetheart 
JAIME JORGE H -Basketball. UIL Slide Rule, 
Science Club, Mu Alpha Theta. N H s ' 
Student Council Student of the Month-
Augusl. Rotary Boy-October 
JASSO IRENE-Mu Alpha Theta N H s ' 
Senior Class. Rotary Girl-Oclober 
KEEL PATRICIAG-Tennis 
LEIGOWITZ, BECKY-Freshman Cheerleader 
Studenl Council. Freshman Class. Leo Club 
-Board of Director. UIL One Act Play 
Sophomore-Leo Club-V1ce-Pres1dent 
Drama Club. Varsity Cheerleader. Student 
Council , Blood Drive Chairman. Executive 
Board Annual Staff , Leo Club-President. 
Bear Memones-Ed1tor. Spmt Chairman, 
Senior Class Reporter, Who s Who Among 
Amencan High School Students Outstanding 
Youths Among American High School 
Students Girls State Delegate. Quill & Scroll 
LEIJA VIOALA-F H A V O E Lab. V O E 
COOP 
LILLARD JERRY-Auto Mechanics VIC A 
LIZARRAGA MARICELA-Bear Memoroes 
Student Council Bear Memoroes Co-Ed,10< I 
Dare You Award Quill & Scroll 
LONGORIA EVELIA-VO C C T CV A E 
FHA 
LOPEZ ALMA M -N H S Mu Alpha Theta 
Sen,or Class P A S F Osoettes. Leo Club 
Concert Che>or Ull Typing Student Council 
P A S F o,str,ct Secretary P A S F President 
Osoettes President. Senior Class V1ce-
Pres,dent Four Country All Star . PA F 
Favorite NHS Favorite Osoette Sweelheart 
LOPEZ GERONIMO-Football Metal Trades 
Honorable Mention 
LOPEZ OLGA L YOIA-DECA 
LOW BOBBY-Vars,ty Band All-Valley 76 
77 78 
LUNA JUA -Metal Trades 
ACIAS JOE-Footba DECA CV A E 
Honrable Mentoon 78 
MARES ADELA-F H A DA Osoettes-
Manager 
MARTINEZ ALBERT-Ftball Track. Basketball 
& Baseball manager 74 79 Football 
Cheerleader Favorite 
MARTI EZ Al ICIA-V O E 
MARTI EZ BONNIE MARIE-VOCCT 
MARTINEZ CORINA-Vars,Jy Band Student 
Council 
MARTINEZ NEIDA-F H A Science Club 
Band Band Sp1rot Stick tor October · 78 
MARTINEZ OLGA L YOIA- TCTT F H A 
OEA 
MARTINEZ ORALIA-UIL Basketball. Vars,ty 
Cheerleader Orama Sophomore Favorite 
Orama Favorite. Cand1da1e for Senior Favorite 
MARTINEZ ROBERT-Metal Trades 
MARTI EZ ROBERTO-V t C A 
MARTINEZ ROSA-F HA 
MASERANG PATTY-UIL Basketball Vars,ty 
Band N H S Who s Who 
MA TT HEWS ROBERT W -English Club 
MENDEZ RICHARD-Chess Club. Student 
Council. Junoor Class. F TA Slide Rule 
MENDOZA ELEUTERIA TERRY-VOCCT 
DECA 
MENDOZA MARGARITA-Osoettes Drama 
VO E Lab V O E Lab President Senior 
Favorite Candidate 
MENDOZA MITCHELL-C VA E Co-op 
Parhamentanan Sergeant-at-arms. Pres1den1 
Club Favorite 
MILLEN ROYAL-Football Basketball , Track . 
All Valley. All District All South Texas 
MONTES MINERVA-Tennis. PAS F , Orama 
P A S F v,ce President. Sweetheart 
MONTEMAYOR ELEAZAR-Baseball. Football, 
Basketball CV A E Reporter . Adv,sor 
Treasurer 
MORAN LYDIA-Var Band F TA TC T T , 
Student Council F T A Secretary T C T T 
President Studenl Council Representahve 
Girls State Allernate. Who s Who. M,ss Pharr 
1979 
MORENO GEORGE-Special Olytr4>1cs 
NAVA. RAY-Football FF A Science Club. 
Cheerleader Beau 
NAVARRO HOPE-Mu Alpha Theta , Student 
Council. Leo Club. UIL Number Sense, UIL 
Shorthand English Club , Chess Club 
Sweetheart. UIL Number Sense 3rd Place 
NIELSON KIRK-UIL Tennis , Science Club. 
JETS 
INO. ANNETTE-F HA 
OBST JANET-f F A Key Club. Treasurer 
OLIVAREZ FRANK-ICT I & II 
OLIVAREZ ROY-General Metal Trades , 
Parliamentarian 




Duplica11on , VICA-Auto Mechanic . VOCCT 
Sergeant-al-arms Student Council 
Represenlat•ve 
ORTIZ , EDITH-VICA. FHA IC T Treasurer 
IC T Favorite 
OLAGUE MARY-TC TT . NHS. Honor Roll 
PALACIOS. JAY-Foolball. All o,stnct, Baseball 
PALACIOS. JUAN-Foolball. Baseball English 
Club All-0,stnct . All-Valley 
PEDRAZA LINDA-F HA Drama DECA 
F HA Pres,dent. DECA Historian 
PEDRAZA. L YDIA-0 E A Secretary 
PEEL JAMIE-T C T T , Historian, 
Parliamentarian. English Club. Science Club, 




PERALEZ ORMA-Concert Chc>tr C VA E 
VOE 
PEREZ AURELIA-Freshman Class Reporter 
PEREZ JERRY-Football . Baseball. Basketball. 
I C T Vice-President President . Sergeant-at -
Arms VICA Stateleader 
PEREZ GLORIA-VO E 
PUGA ELVIRA-VOE Co-oP 
QUICK WARRE -Bas etball , Science Club 
FF A All-Tourney 78-79 . District Champs-
Basketball 
RAMIREZ FLOR ESTELLA-D E Co-op Lab 
RAMIREZ JOE-Football 
RAMIREZ RENE-Football. Track 
RAMIREZ ELIZABETH-Osoettes Secretary 
RAMIREZ LINDA-Band Twirler 
RAMIREZ MARY-CV A E 
RAMIREZ RUBE -Track. Football . Basketball . 
Baseball Leo Club . Drama Leo Club 
Sweetheart . Board ol Directors-leo Club 
RAMIREZ NOEMI-English Club . NHS 
Osoetles Who s Who 
RAMIREZ JESSE-Me1a1 Trades Advisor 
RAMOS CARLOS-NH s Mu Alpha Theta . 
Student Council. Science Club. Photo Club . 
Bears Tale NHS Parhamen1anan. Pubhc 
Safety Comm1t1ee-Chairman. Bears Tale 
Photographer Student Council Executive 
Board November t 978 Rotary Boy Quill & 
Scroll Who s Who 
RAMOS CELIA-Music Club. C VA E Co-op 
Osoet1es Upward Bound Program 
RAMOS OSCAR-F F A . F H A JV Choir 
Student Council Number Sense . FF A 
Treasurer Four Country All Star Greenhand 
Award-FF A 
RAMOS. RANDY-Basketball . p As F 
RIVERA PATRICIA ANN-Band. UIL Solo & 
Ensembles. All -Valley Band 
RIVAS FRANCES-Var Band . FT A . TC TT . 
Science Fa1r Freshman Class Representahve 
Student Council Representative 
RIVAS MARICELA-V Q E 
RIVAS ELVA-FT A 
RIOS. ROSALVA-VOCCT-Othce Duphca11on 
ROBLES. ORLANDO-Orama 
RODEA RICKY-Football . Track. All District . All 
Valley 
RODRIGUEZ ELISA-VOE Hono, Roll 
RODRIGUEZ GABIN~nd. IC T 
RODRIGUEZ IRENE-F HA 
RODRIGUEZ IRMA-Osoenes 
RODRIGUEZ JAVIER-CV A E Co-op 
RODRIGUEZ. JAIME-Track 
RODRIGUEZ MARIA-F H A 
RODRIGUEZ RICKY-Football , FT A 
RODRIGUEZ RUBEN-Science Club. Student 
Council Symphonic Band. N HS Mu Alpha 
Theta Stage Band UIL N HS President . 
Vice -President-Band . Boys State. Who s 
Who Outstanding Young American , January 
Rotary Boy ot the Month. Solo and Ensemble. 
All-State Solo and Ensemble . All-Valley Band 
RODRIGUEZ SANJUANA-PAS F Treasurer 
RODRIGUEZ , SONIA-Student Council 
ROMERO FRANK-Football tst team All• 
District 1st team All-Valley 
ROSALEZ MARIA-IC T I & II . Secretary 
ROSAS MELBA-Osoetles. DECA. DECA-
Reporter Osoenes-Treasurer 
ROSAS. RAYMU DO-Var Tennis. Science 
Club Chess Club Tenn1s-M VP t 978 
RENDO FRANCES-DECA 
REYES TOMAS-Band. Science Club. Band-
Reponer All-Valley & All-Region Band ' UIL 
Solos & Ensembles 
REY OLDS. GAYLE-0 EA . Treasurer 
RUTLEDGE. RO NIE-Football . Baseball 
SAENZ. REYES-Baseball Honor Roll 
SALAS. ARNOLO-Basketball . Football . Track 
SALAZAR LETICIA-Track , VOE . VOE 
H1s1or1an . Jr Class Chairman 
SALAZAR. MARY-VOiieybaii. FHA.DE.DE 
Secretary Freshman Favorite Candidate . DE 
Sweethean Candidate 
SALAZAR ROSIE-Band , Solos & Ensembles 
SALDANA . JAIME-Football VOCT VOCT 
Parltamentanan General Melal Trades 
SALINAS . ROSA MARIA-Volleyball . Track 
Cheerteading JV & Concen Ch01r 
SANCHEZ CASTRO-Football , Basketball 
Track 
SANCHEZ. JA IE-Cho,r 
SANCHEZ. LINDA-0 EA VOE 
SANDOVAL JAIME-Football 
SALINAS. DIANE-UIL Literary 
SALINAS LINDA-Jr Class Chairman. DECA 
SAUNAS MARIO-Football. Basketball. Mass 
Commun1cat1ons. Bears Tale, Bear's Tale-
Co-Ed1tor & Reponer Mass Communications 
Sports Announcer M C & Newscaster 
Cameraman Producer O,rector Scrip! writer 
Quill & Scroll 
SANCHEZ. DELMA-Track. Volleyball 
SANDOVAL. ALBERTO-CV A E Reporter 
SANDOVAL. PHILLIP-Track 
SANTILLAN CRISELDA-UIL Girls VOiieybaii 
Miss San Juan 1st Runner-up . Honorable 
• Mention In VOiieybaii . 1979 Belle Runner-up 
SCHELL AUSTIN-Band , Stage Band , UIL 
English Student Council Band B 
Representative All-Valley Band. All-State Solo 
Contest 
SCHLIEPER WILLIAM-Mu Alpha Theta 
SCOTT. KATHY-Bearettes 
SERNA EGLA-V OE Treasurer 
SER A LAURA LEE-Cheerleader Bearetle . 
Student Counci l. Leo Club Head 
Cheerleader Bearette s Sergeant 
Homecom,ng Queen 
SILGUERO HECTOR-Football . Honorable 
Men1,on. AII -D1s1rict 
SIL VA GEORGE-Basketball . All D1str1ct 1st 
Team All -State 2nd team All -Tourney 
Brownsville Sonic Tri-City ClaSSIC. Edcouch-
Elsa First Freshman ever In Var 1979 Beau 
All District MVP VFN Player of the Year 
SKINNER WEBBY-C1v1! Arr Patrol. Bear 
Memories photographer Boys State 
delegate . Ou111 and Scroll 
SMITH KA THY-Mu Alpha Theta Science 
Club Student Council . PLA. Senior Class 
favorite nominee. Cot1lhon Club. Girl Scouts 
SOLIS AURORA-Spanish Club 
SOTO ROEL-Track. Student Council District 
Champions Basketball 1978-t 979 
TAMEZ. LAURA-VOE Lab 
TAYLOR BEVERLEY-Girls Varsity Basketball 
Tn-C1ty Top Teens NHS. Mu Alpha Theta 
Science Club . UIL Enghsh. UIL Science. Tri -
City Top Teen Secretary NHS Secretary 
5oPhomore Class Representative 
TIJERINA. ANNA MARIE-Beareltes. Concert 
Choir Drama 
TREVINO ARTURO-CVAE Co-op 
TREVINO. ELENA-Tri-City Top Teens. Science 
Club Mu Alpha Theta NHS . UIL Typing 
Junior class Senior class. Student Council , 
AFS . Junior class VICe president. Senior class 
president AFS v1ce-pres1dent December 
Rotary Girt 
TREVINO HECTOR RENE-Football . Science 
Club 
TREVINO, GEORGE-Band. All-State . Area All-
Valley 
TREVINO RAMIRO-Science Club . Student 
Council Leo Club FHA UIL Prose & Poetry . 
UIL Drama Bear Memories. Class Council 
Parliamentarian . Bear Memories Co-Editor . 
Junior Class Favorite . Quill and Scroll. Senior 
Class Favonte Candidate 
TIJERINA. JANIE-VOE Lab. 2nd place Area 
General Clerical II (VOE) I 
TIJERINA. NOE Jr -!CT 
VALE JOEL JOSEPH-Football , FTA . FTA 
Pres,denl 
VARGAS DIA A-UIL English . Tri -C11y Top 
Teens DECA PASF Osoettes . DECA 
Treasurer 
VASQUEZ ELIZABETH-CVAE Co-op 
VAZQUES. FER ANOO-Choir 
VASQUEZ . HOMERO-Football Tennis. Me1a1 
Trades , Auto Mechanics . Metal Trades 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
VELA BELINDA-Band Band twirler UIL 
Twirling Sotos and Ensembles. Freshman 
Class Treasurer FTA . Student Council 
Debate Sophomore. Junior and Senior Class 
Representatrve 
VELA GLORIA-DECA 
VELA LETICIA-UIL Volleyball. Track , and 
Basketball Mu Alpha Theta , Volleyball 
Captain Rotary Couple for January All -
American High School Athlete , AII-D1str1Ct All-
Tourney Volleyball . Most Valuable Player Co-
D1stric1 Champs 1976-77 , Regional UIL Track 
Oustand1ng Athlete 
VELASQUEZ. JOE-VICA. !CT Reporter 4th 
place State 
VILLARREAL. HOMER-Science Club. Sludent 
Council Boys State Delegate. Bear's Tate. 
Mu Alpha Theta Who's Who 
VILLARREAL. RICHARD-Baseball. Football 
VILLARREAL . ROSANNA-VOE Junior Lab 
VOE Senior Lab Secretary , 61h place 
Stenographic I OEA Contest 
VILLESCAS BERNARDINO-DECA. DECA 
Secretary and Pres,denl. 1 sl place linancing 
and cred11 Area Compet1t1on 1977-78 
VILLESCAS. CARLOS-Swimming Most 
Ou1stand1ng Swimmer 1977 & 1978 
VILLESCAS JESUS-Football Track 
Basketball 
VILLESCAS. JUAN- Varsity T enr,s_ Mu Alpha 
Thela All-District Vars,ty Tennis Team 
WALKER ANCY-UIL Varsity Girls 
Basketball Drama Club . Voices of PSJA . 
Student Council . Drama Club Pres1den1. 
V01ces of PSJA Ed11or Honor Roll 




Abad . Jose-Pg 94 
Abrego. Becky-Pg 94, 174 
Acevedo. Anna-Pg 20 
Acosta, Diana-Pg 156. 218 
Acosta, Leticia-Pg 20, 156. 167, 170. 180 
Adame. Gracie-Pg 81 
Adame, Maritza-Pg 94 
Adame, Norma Linda-Pg 84 
Adame, Ruben-Pg 20, 211 
Adame, Rosa-Pg 20, 195 
Adame, Sammy-Pg 94 
Aguilar, Becky-Pg 94 
Aguilera, Armando-Pg 84 
Aguilera. Mary-Pg 84 
Aguilera. OIMa-Pg 84 
Aguilera, Rene-Pg 94 
Aguilera, Richard-Pg 20, 189 
Aguilera Robert-Pg 94 
Aguilera Sylvia-Pg 84 
Aguirre . Beto-Pg 94, 135. 149 
Aguirre. David-Pg 94 
Aguirre, Let,c,a-Pg 94 , 139 
Aguirre. Raul-Pg 94 
Alaniz. Aureho-Pg 94 
Alaniz, Donna-Pg 94 , 191 
Alaniz, El1berto--Pg 84 
Alaniz. Joe-Pg 94 
Alaniz, Juana-Pg 84 
Alaniz, Julie-Pg 19, 29, 51 , 54 , 63, 160, 161 , 
162, 163 
Alaniz. Mana Olga-Pg 84 
Alaniz. Mela-Pg 84 
Alaniz. Olga-Pg 20. 58. 168. 202 
Alaniz. Ralael-Pg 196 
Alejandro, Cella-Pg 84 
Alejandro. Gerardo-Pg 84 
Ale1andro. Marta L.-Pg 84 185 
Aleman . Adela-Pg 84 
Aleman. Diana-Pg 20 
Aleman. Nelda-Pg 20 
Aleman, SylVla-Pg 94 
Alexander. Peter-Pg 167, 177 
Almanza. Hector-Pg 84 
Almanza, Melba-Pg 84 
Alonzo. Belinda-Pg 84 
Alonzo, Esteban-Pg 84 
Alonzo, Martha M -Pg 20,206, 207 
Alvarado, Alda-Pg 84 
Alvarado. Gilberto-Pg 20. 117 
Alvarado. Herman-Pg 94 
Alvarado. Leo-Pg 94 144 
Alvarado, Victor-Pg 94 
Alvarez, Al1aa-Pg 84 
Alvarez . Anna Lisa-Pg 20 
Alvarez. Fernando-Pg 84 
Alvarez, Rachel-Pg 20 
Alvarez. Ricardo-Pg 199 
Alviso. Gregoria-Pg 84 
Amschler Mitchell-Pg 94 
Anaya, Angel-Pg 84 
Anaya, Ros&-Pg 94 
Anders. Ooel-Pg 84 
Andrade. Gabtna-Pg 20 
Andrade. Jose Luis-Pg 84, 195 
Aranda, Al1c1a-Pg 94 
Aranda, Glona-Pg 84 
Aranda, Oscar-Pg 94 
Arevalo. Ana-Pg 84 
Arispe. Carlos-Pg 94 
Arredondo, Alfredo-Pg 20. 162 
Arredondo. Librada-Pg 94 
Arredondo. Mano-Pg 84 
Arredondo. Martha-Pg 94 
Arredondo . Paul-Pg 191 
Arredondo. Ruben-Pg 94 
Arriaga Richard-Pg 94 
Arroyo. Javier-Pg 94 143 
Avila, Nelly-Pg 84 
Ayala , Bertha-Pg 84 
Ayala, Clara-Pg 21 
Ayala Dolores-Pg 94 
Ayala Frances-Pg 94 
Ayala, Mano-Pg 94 
Ayala, Sara-Pg 84 
-B--
Balderas. Yolanda-Pg 21 
Balli, Jake-Pg 19, 21 
Balli, Nick-Pg 94 
Banda, David-Pg 94 
Bandin , Estella-Pg 84 
Bandin, Freddy-Pg 84 
Barbee, Kaylene-Pg 21 55. 161 
Barboza Joel-Pg 94 
Barboza JohnnyR-Pg 21 , 56 , 177, 180, 
181 211 
Barboza, Marcelino-Pg 94 
Barboza Oscar-Pg 94 
Student Index 
Baroc10, Jose R -Pg 21 
Barrera Cindy-Pg 84 
Barrera. Esmeralda-Pg 94 
Barrera, Jesse-Pg 84 
Barrera, Hector-Pg 94 
Barrera, Jessie-Pg 113 
Barrera. Leilc1a-Pg 94 
Barrera, Miguel-Pg 21 
Barrera, Rosalinda-Pg 21 
Barrientes, Irene-Pg 84 
Bar nos, Joe-Pg 94 
Basaldua, Yolanda-Pg 94 
Bazan, Mary-Pg 84 , 176. 215. 216 
Beam, Debra-Pg 21 
Beamsley. Kenneth-Pg 94 191 
Beamsley Rodney-Pg 21 , 39 55 . 162. 191 
Bautista, Laura-Pg 193 
Beltran, Carmen-Pg 94 
Beltran, Rosana-Pg 21 
Beltran, Rosanna-Pg 94 
Benavides. Elvira-Pg 94 
Benavides. Rocky-Pg 94 
Benavidez, Veronica-Pg 84 
Benitez, Norma-Pg 84 
Benitez, Oscar-Pg 19, 156, 170 
Benitez, Rolando-Pg 84, 180 
Bermea, Lupe-Pg 94 
Bermea, Manuel-Pg 21 , 198 
Blevins, Bnan--Pg 84 , 163, 191 
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Oh Vanessa, you with your starlit eyes--only you could see 
through the windows of your soul. 
Vanessa, with your radiant smile and glistening hair, you hid the 
ghost that haunted your mind. 
You searched in your God-given virtues for the answers to the 
questions which now remain simply wonders. 
In your heart you found room tor all. 
Oh Vanessa, yes; undoubtedly, the novas which grew in bright-
ness day after day became only comets which whisked by you 
burning your fingertips-blinding your. faith. 
But then came the comet; the one of steel-the one that 
plunged into your body destroying all that was goad and leaving a 
scarlet mist which will forever be remembered as your love. 
Oh Vanessa, your presence i lacking-your beauty: an ever-
lasting memory. But stars will shine again. For God never picks a 
rosebud without growing a dozen roses. 
And although we weep at your departure, we are happy. For 
now you may exist in a world fit only for one as fine as you. To wish 
for your return would be selfish. We do not deserve a friend so 
wonderful as you. 
No. Do not return. Continue to rest the way only you deserve to. 
Lie peacefully; peacefully now in the midst of God and eternity. 
Lie in his arms and remain in the endless slumber of Heaven. 
Oscar A. Rodriguez 















As we put the finishing touches on our 1979 Bear Memories Yearbook, we reflect on the memories of events happening in the past 
school year, and we would like to thank the people who made it possible for us to accomplish our goals. Mr. Jack McKeever, and Mr. 
Nievas Garza (who always had a shoulder we could lean on), Mary Ann Molina, Chris-Tee Thrall , Modesto Gonzalez, Carlos Ramos and 
Jackie De Leon, for giving us some of their time to help us out with pages of our book. We 'd also like to thank Mr. C. Coward and Mr. Joe 
Garza for the use of their pictures, and Hector Trevino for the use of his equipment . 
Most of all we 'd like to thank our sponsor Miss Carolyn Morriss, she had a big part in making our book a success. She was there when 
we needed a shoulder, she was always understanding, and patient with our "weird ways of life." She will always be special to us, not 
only as an advisor but as a special friend . We wish you all the luck in your future years as a yearbook sponsor. 
From us to you, Thanks a bunch! 
Lots of Love, ~~~ 
Bear Memories Staff 
~li( lf e1· }_ ~< -tld. f cuitA 
To The Students Of PSJA High School : 
First , I would like to thank the Journalism staff for giving me a chance to write a letter to all the students at the High School 
I still remember the first day in school I looked like an oddball and not too many knew me. I felt strange and scared because school 
here 1s very different from Thailand , especially because my English was not good at all and I didn 't understand the people around me. 
I dressed in some kind of skirt that you 'd never find around here. Some people thought that I was a Mexican-American girl due to my 
black hair and brown eyes. They spoke Spanish to me but they didn 't get any answer except " I'm sorry, but I don 't know any Span-
ish ." 
The first few weeks in school I was lost and I was not sure 1f I could get over this situation What should I do? After I went to my 
classes in which I studied with Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors, I found out it was not that easy to make good grades I couldn 't 
understand what the teacher said I had two classes requireci · American History and English Ill 
After I stayed in Pharr quite a time I got used to it a little bit more and I tried to adjust myself to the new environment both at school 
and at home You have to be flexible as a foreign exchange student . 
I got to know more people everyday I know a lot of students playing sports for the school and cheerleaders because my American 
sister , Janet Brown, was a cheerleader The more I stayed the more I loved school and the Valley This is the truth-that I can say 
without doubt 
But I never loved school that much when I was in Thailand . The school system here 1s very different since we don 't have to wear 
uniforms to school , and we changed classes every period , but over there we changed the teachers. 
My life in school 1s very good and I have a lot of fun with my friends who I can never forget I have warm friendships with the nice 
people of PSJA I am so proud to be a Bear-a Battling Bear-I miss sports a lot. It was the first time in my life to see an American 
football game-we play soccer in Thailand-and I love it. A lot of nice times happened during football season I went to cheer the 
Bears at every game they had and at the Bi-District game in Corpus Christi. Even if they lost they are still number 1 in my memory I 
have learned the words spirit , pep rally , poster party and I always participated in these act1v1t1es It was so much fun And I have also 
part1c1pated 1n the Science Club, AFS, NHS and was an honorary member of the Student Council 
My year at PSJA has been very eventful and will be one I'll never forget . I'd like to thank all of my friends for making me feel at 
home, for I'll never forget you 
~ 
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As we finish these last few pages of our b we s to realize e 
laughed , Joked around , and Just the little things, that now and forever , will means 
To the Bear Memories Staff, Miss Morriss, and all the rest of he fine people who helpe 
thanks for being so understanding when things weren 't going so well. 
To my fellow classma1'.s, on behalf of the Bear Memories Staff , I would like to say we 've done our uest to pres"'iilllA .. '11"-lw 
memories, sad and happy, in the best way we could , we hope you enjoy 1t and that you will cherish it for years to co 
A new beginning 1s only a heartbeat away . . May we go into our future life with goals set highly, may we ach1ev 
and become successful people, and may we do it all-Our Way! 
May God Bless Us and wat h over us all. 
May God be with you always, 
/3uk';J ;f-f;/4w1_t'o 
Editor 
\. 1 



